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AB S TRÀCT

This sludy provides an in-depth analysis of 14 low-income,

female, single parents lÍvíng ín low-income areas in Winnipeg,

Manitoba. Through the use of open-ended interviews, this study

explored how these women perceived their shefter environments and

financral resources.

Based on the particípantsr perceptions of their

circumstances, a typology of single mothers was generated.

Generally, two polar views were held by participants, either they

accepted their circumstances or they did not and sought to change

them. Four groups of sing.Le mothers were deve.Ioped using one of

these two views as the common link. Other factors that infl-uenced

these groups included such factors as personal characterístícs,

history, and plans for the future. The needs of each group varied

considerabfy ín the typology. This typolog'y would be very useful

for direct client service as wel-l as program development. There

are nlrmerous implications of the findings in this study.
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SIIAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Although the percentage of sinqle parents ín Canada has not

changed much over the years (from 1-2e" in 1941 to 13% in 1991),

the reasons for becoming a singÌe parenl have changed (Oderkirk c

Lochhead, 1992) . In the past, women became s.ingle parents

prinariÌy due to widowhood, whereas tociay it is rnostiy because of

divorce or never*havíng-been married. Despite the percentage not

changrng, the actual number of s1ng1e parents has increased

significantfy over the years. For instance, from 1961 to 1991 the

nu¡ber of single-parent families increased from 347 ,400 to

954,100 " This increase is rnore than four tlmes the growth in two

parent faniÌies with children during the same time period

(rindsay. L992).

Historically, female, single-parent families headed by women

have greatly outnumbered single-parent families headed by men.

For instance, ín 1991, the number of femafe, single-parent

famil-ies was four times that for male, single-parent families
(McKie, 1993). This is significant because females generally

experience worse situations than males. For instance, female,

single parents have fower rates of labour force participation,

and lower l-evef s of education and occupational status than male,

singÌe parents (McKie, 1993) . Not surprisingJ,y, incone

differentials are also .large. For exampÌe, in 1990, the mean

income for women in single-parent famifies was only g26,550
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compared to $40,'792 for: men (Rashid, 1994).

Afthough fema.Le, single-parent fami.Iies face many economic

and socia.I stressors, one of the most conmon and fundamental

problems among them is poverty" With fimited íncomes, many single

mothers have great difflculty meeting their basic needs for food,

cfothlnq and shelter. Many experíence hous.ing problems in terms

of affordability and suitability, as well as problems accessing

services such as chifd care/ transportation, higher education,

and recreat.ional activities for children.

Given the large number of female, singÌe-parent fanilies,

their multitude of problems, and the fact that governments are

cutting back on socia.I services, it is imperative that prÕgrams

and policies desígned for these famlfies reflect their needs. The

fact that the number of these famifies is steadÍly lncreasing, and

that Manitoba has one of the hiq'hest rales Õf child poverty in

Canada suggests that the situatíon wíll only worsen withÕut

intervention.

Afthough there is considerable literature on the housing

needs of familíes, the specific needs of fow-income, female,

single-parent famifies have larqely been neglected. Those housing

researchers who have consídered female, single-parent families

tend to do one of two thinqs - either they use the inclusive term

'single-parent familyr (c.f. A¡thony, !,leidemann, & Chin, 1990;

Leavitt, 1984) | or they classify single mothers into very rigid
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categories based on pathways to sinqle parenthood' (c.f .

KÌodawsky, Spector, & Rose, 1985; Klodawsky & Spector, 1988;

Spector & KlÕdawsky, 1993) " Both of these practices are

problematic. For instance, using the inclusive term

'singÌe-parent families' may result 1n the assumption that these

families, regardless of gender, ethnicity, or income leve},

experience the same problems. Similarly, categorizing sinqle

mothers based on pathways to single parenthood may result in

inappropriate characteristics being assigned to them'.

Furthermore, pathways to singile parenthood indicate only part of

the picture. There is much more going on for these women than can

simply be identífíed througrh pathways to single parenthood. Thís

leads to the last point, that few studies have used a qualitative

nethodology. Thus/ little is known about the perceptions .l-ow-

income, female, single parents hold regardinq their shelter

needs. This study addressed many of these issues.

Research Obj ective

The purpose of this study was to explore the perceptions of

Iow-income, female, single parents living in low-income areas ôf

1 Pathways to single parenthood incfude wì-dowed, separated
divorced. or never married.

2 For example, never married single mothers tend to be
young, have fow incomes, and very few assets (Spector &

Klodawsky, 1993) . Classifying a 40 year old single mother, who
has a career and owns her own home, in this category would resuft
in inappropriate assumptions.
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tr{innipeg'. Of particular interest were the perceptions that these

women held about their shelter environments and financiaÌ

resources. A qualitative approach was adopted as ít was people's

perceptions of their experiences that were of most interest. This

approach is based on an interpretive paradigm which allows the

investigator to acquire an understanding of the factors that

shape people's fives (Bogdan & Bikfen, 1982; Chapman & Maclean/

1990; Denzin & LíncoÌn, 1994) " The underlying assumption of this

paradiqirn is that behavior must be understood Ín re.Iation to the

subjective meanings that indlviduafs construct, and that those

meanings are multiple, sociaffy constructed and context dependent

(Chapnan & Macfean/ 1990) . It is for these reasons that a

qualitative approach was considered to be an appropriate means of

achievinq this obj ective.

Outline of Chapters

Chapter Two begins wilh an overview of poverty and rts

consequences, foffowed by a discussion of sociaf assistance,

shelter environments and the issues facing female, singfe-parent

families. In Chapter Three the methodology is presented and a

case is made for using a qualitative approach. Then, the

underlying theoretical- perspective is discussed, followed by a

descrlptlon of the method. Chapter Four discusses the data.

3 AII- participants except one fived in inner city
neighbourhoods.
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Speciflcally, ít describes the demographic background of

participants and the perceptions held by single mothers, followed

by a discussion of a typofogy of sinqle mothers. Finally, there

ís a discussion and recommendations section, followed by a

sur¡mary and conc.Lusion.
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CHAPTER TWO: POVERTY, SOCIAI, ASSISTANCE. AND SHELTER

ENVIRONMENTS

As a siqnif.icant proportion of single parents have low

incomes, this chapter conslders poverty and its consequences for
parents, children, and society. Followinq this is a brief

uvE.Lv-Lew \Ji Ld¡rdLra 5 5ùu_Ld.r dijSr5LaItue program. inÌs cjlapter

concludes with a review of the issues that female, single-parent

fanilies face in their shelter environments.

Poverty and fts Consequences

Although there are many differences among female, srngle

parents, over half of them five in poverty, (58% in 1992)

(National Council of Vrlelfare, I994a). Àccording to Rosenbaum

(1988), "poverty is a terribfe affllction, involving substandard

living conditions, reduced physícal and mental heal,th status, and

an overall diminut.ron of fife opportunitis5" (Þ. 37). As a resu.It

of poverty, many parents .live in stressful situations
characterized by marital strife or social isofation. They often

feel inadequate in meeting the basic needs of their famrlies and,

consequently, feef frustrated and powerless ln their attempts tÕ

help thense.Ives or their famílies achieve a better future
(Oderkirk, 1992) . Often, parents transfer their dlstress and

frustrations to their chi ldren.

{ Poverty is defined accordinq to Statistics Canada's Low
Income Cut-Offs (LICOs). See Appendix -4, for more lnformation on
LICOS.
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There are many negative consequences for chÌfdren who five

in poverty. For instance, the development of the child is

sometimes compromised because of a parent's .Lack of time,

inability to pay attention to and address the chiÌd's needs, and

absôrption with other family crises (Danzinqer & Danzinger,

f993). These chirciren have a greater likelihood of health

problems, dropping out of school, and perpetuating the cycle of

poverty (National Councif of Welfare, 1990; Social Planning

Council of tr{innipeg, 1992; Ryerse, 1990; Greene, 1991,). Poor

children are also at a higher risk for abuse and neglect,

delinquency, drug and a.Lcohof abuse, and various mental health

problems such as low seÌf-esteem and suicide (Ryerse, 1990;

êrôôhô 1OO1 \

These consequences of poverty affect not only individuaL

children and lheir families, but society as a who.Ie (Greene,

1991). Society pays Ín terms of the increased government costs

assoc.iated with heal-th care. As we1l, an under-educated and Iess

productive labour force l-eads to greater reliance on unemplol'ment

insurance and sociaf assistance (SociaÌ Plann.ing Council of

Winnipeg, 1992; Greene, 1991) As a result of chifd poverty,

"greater burdens are placed on the justice system and the

prisons, and the future generatíon grows up stigmatized,

marginalized and deprived" (Greene, I99I , p. 21) .

It is for these reasons that action must be taken to reduce
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the number of Canadian families living in poverty" However,

before steps can be taken to address poverty, it ís lmperative

that governments and social service agenc.ies Llnderstand what thís
phenomenon means to peopl-e who experience it. Thís study rnoved us

one step cfoser to this goal by broadening our understanding of

the mean.ing of poverty for low-income, femafe, síngle parents.

Social Ass istance

As discussed, a significant proportion of singte-parent

famil-ies have low incomes. Many of these families rely on social

assistance as their primary source of income, Some parents are

unab.Le to work or cannot locate suitable empl-oyment; others

cannot access affordable child care. Often, separated or divorced

female, sÍngle parents receive sociaÌ assistance because their

former spouses do not pay adequate child support (National

Council of WeJ-fare, I994b) .

To be eligibfe for social assistance, peopfe have to exhaust

afmost alf of their assets, and pass an income-based needs test.

This test determines whether or not income is sufficient tô meet

a family's basic needs (National Council of Welfare. 1993a) . Each

province has a different method of calculatingi social assistance

rates, as weff as a fist of special needs for which ít will
provide extra assistance. Generally, social assistance íncludes a

minimal amount for food, cJ-othing, shelter, utilities and

personal and household needs (Nationaf Council of Welfare,
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1993a) .

Many people believe sociaÌ assistance is a program that

deters people from actively seeklng emplolanent. Contrary to

popu.Lar opinion/ "the welfare system does provide some financial

incentives to work, but the incentives vary greatly by household

Lype. There aire strong i;rceutives for single employable people

and two-earner couples to work in most provinces but strong

disincentives for other types of recipients" (NationaI Council of

We-Ifare, 1993b, p. 30)" The next section describes severaf of

these incentives and disincentives.

Social- assistance recipients are often eliglble for

supplementary health benefits, íncluding speciaÌ assistance for
prescription drugs, dentaf care, and eye glasses. In Manitoba/

one incentive for single-parent families and disabled people who

enter the work force 1s that they can have their health benefits

extended for up to one year (NationaÌ Council of Welfare, 1993b) .

A major dislncentive for many persons with children, such as

singJ-e mothers, is the shortage of adequate and affordable child

care. Even with assistance, the high costs often make staying at

home more economically feasible than workinq at a minimum wage

job (National Council of Welfare, 1993b) .

Housing can be an Íncentive or disincentive for single

mothers to work. Those recipients in the private rentaf market

stand to gain if they enter the work force because their rent
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remains constant5. This means if they get a job/ any money feft

âfter the rent ís paid belongs tô them. Even if their income

increases, their rent remains the same, and the extra money can

be used for other purposes. Conversely, those who live in social

or subsidized housing tend to fose when they enter the work

force" "Once their earnings increase beyond a certain amount, it

is possible they could face rent increases at the same time that

their weffare cheques are shrinking because of high weffare

tax-back rates'/ (National Council of Welfare, 1993b, p. 44).

Although the last two sections have discussed poverty and its

consequences, as well as sociaf assistance, the information was

not based on the perceptions of those who have experienced such

circumstances. To facÌlitate change, it is necessary to look

beyond the number of people and the amount of money that is paid

through social assistance programs/ and ask these peopte whât

they need to help them secure a better future. This is one reason

why the perceptions of low-income, single mothers were explored

in thís study. The next section discusses shelter environments

and the issues that face many female, single-parent famifies.

Shefter Environments and the Issues facing Female. Sing'Ie-Parent

Famifies

Being a female, single parent is very challenging. For

s This holds true only if the renter is not receiving a
rentaf supplement.

L6
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instance, ro.Les that are typically shared by two parents are the

responsibility of one parent, which puts a tremendous amount of

stress on that parent (Spector & Klodawsky, 1993). Wlth this in

mind, the designers of one Canadian housing project, LeBreton

F.Iats, tried to íncorporate the needs of single mothers into

thei:' project's design. SpeciflcaIIy, pricr co developing Lhis

housinq project, these designers consu.Ited with service providers

who counselled single parents. These service provì-ders provided

the designers with a long fist of problems that single mothers

reported facing. For example,

boredom of no adult contact for mothers at home with

children; the usual lack of a car and its mobility and

convenience; the insecurity of renting and the fack of

control over their environment; the divertlng of food money

to supplement rent pal¡ments; the unfavorabfe attitude of

many city areas toward single*parent famifies; Lack of day

care (thus preventing mothers from seeking employment);

insufficient financiaf support for tralning in a job skill;

the absence of a father figure for the children; the

necessity for many chifdren to play in the hallways of

apartment buildings; and so on (Soper, 1980, p. 323).

Other concerns identified by the single mothers who were

counsel.Ied by these service prov.iders included: (a) the lack of

suitabl-e housing for the increasing number of single-parent
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families, nany of whom have fow incomes, (b) the need for social

acceptance, (c) the consequences of the physical environment,

such as housing, on lifestyles, and (d) the importance of

including women's perceptions of their own llfestyles when

designing housing for them. Unfortunately, very little research

aclcìresses the shelter environments of sfngìe mothers or their
perceptions of their sheÌter situat.ions.

In the llmited literature that has focused on fenale,

síngj-e-parent fa¡n11ies and their sheller environments, the

emphasis has been límited to the affordabiÌity of dweÌlings,

avaifabifity of housíng, secur.ity of tenure, household

maintenance, privacy, safety, and suÍtability for transition.
Service íssues have emphasized the availabifity and accessibíÌity

of necessary services. Although many of these issues have been

mentÍoned in other studies, Klodawsky et aI. (1985) used them as

crj-teria, for assessing the shelter needs of Canadian, singfe

parents. These researchers developed this comprehensive set of

criteria by drawì-ng from the fiterature on women and

environments, formal and rnformaÌ discussions on contemporary

families, and housing policy analyses. They developed profiles of

6 The criteria developed by Klodawsky et aÌ. (1985) were
more extensive than I described and included: affordability,
accessibility, security of tenure, appropr.iate facilities for
children, minimal household maintenance, opportunities for
sharing and support, privacy, suitability for transition, and
cost effective use of publ-ic and private funds.
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single parents based on census data and other large data'sets,

which included information on marítal statuss, income levels,

.LabÒur force participation, expenditures/ and shelter-related

characteri s ti cs'. Each single-parent profile they deve.Ioped was

assumed to have different shelter needs; however, single mothers

weJ e rrevcr dÞ,ieu drJUuL Llre_Lr 5_r Lud L_LOlt5. roItsequeIILf y. LIIe

shelter needs may have been different had single parents'

perceptions been considered. By considering single moLhersl

perceptions of their situations, the present study addressed this

.issue.

The next sections describe issues for single parents as

identified in the literature. First, houslnq and neiqhbourhood

issues are identified, then service issues, foÌlowed by a

discussion of neighbourhood satisfaction and its supporting

theoretical perspectives " This chapter ends by comparing other

Canadian shelter studies wilh the present study.

Housing and Neiohbourhood I s sues

Severaf housíng and neighbourhood issues were rnentioned an

I For example, Family Expenditure Survey, Household Income
Facílities and Equlpment Survey, and other data sets coÌlected by
Statistics Canada.

Ê As deflned by Klodawsky et af., marital- status primarity
referred to the way in which single parents attained that status,
ie) widowed, separated/divorced, and never-married. I refer to
these categories as pathways to single parenthood.

e Shelter-refated characteristics incfude informatlon on
tenu.re, dwelling t\æe, and housing quality.
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the literature. Seven primary housing and neighbourhood issues

were described incÌuding; affordability of dwellings,

avalfability of housing/ security of tenure, househoÌd

maintenance, need for prÍvacy/ and suitability for transition,
Ìevel of safety, and neighbourhood satisfactlon, Each of these

issues are Ciscussed in the folÌowing sêction,

Affordabilìty of Dwel lings

Housing is deemed affordable if a single-parent famíly is
able to secure adequate housing, given the family's incorne, and

has enough money left to meet other needs. such as food and

clothing (Klodawsky & Spector, 1988). Generally, the l_ow incomes

of female, sing'le parents constrain their access to affordabfe

housing (Leavitt, 1984). Thls is especially probÌematic for
femafes who typicaÌly have less ea¡ning: potential than maÌes.

Given their financÌal positlon, few female, single parents are

able to own homes (Leavitt, 1984). Most are long-term renters

(Spector e Klodawsky, 1993) which explains their concentration in
public housing (Klodawsky, Spector, & Hendrix, 1983).

Ava i labilitv of Housino

In general, availablÌity of housÍng refers to the nu¡ber of
suitabfe housing units avaifabl-e for famifies with children
(Klodawsky & Spector, 1988). FemaÌe, singte parents often have

problems Iocating suitable housing that is availabfe. According

to Kl-odawsky and Spector (1985), the supply of both publicty
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subsidized and low-cost prívate market housing that is safe and

accessible to services does not meet the demand. One reason for

this low supp-Iy is that, rn the last severaf yea.rs, there has

been littfe incentive to provide such housing ín the private

market in Canada (Klodawsky & Spector, 19BB) . This has had a

negative impact on low-income Canadians, includinq female, s1ngle

parents (Spector & Klodawsky, 1993) . As a result, the

responsib.iÌity for providing moderately-priced housing has been

taken up largefy by non-profit housing organizalions (Spector &

Klodawsky, 1993 ) .

Discrímination against sinqle parents in the rental market

further exacerbates the availability problem. Discr.imination is

frequent.ly based on gender, marital status/ and presence of

chifdren (A¡derson-Khle i f, 1981; Leavitt/ l-984; Taub & O'Kane,

1981). Also, it rs not uncolnmon for female, single parents to

face additionaf discri,mination on the basis of their

socioeconomic status or race. According' to Ariderson-Khleif

(1981), female, singfe parents with fow j-ncomes are considered

financial risks by many landJ-ords. Furthermore, Leavítt (1984)

reported that being a member of a visibfe minority often feads to

discrimination because these persons typícally have fess income

and education, more children and fewer resources than others. In

short, finding housing that is both suitabl-e and availabfe is

difficul-t for female, single-parent families because the suppl-y
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is low, and these famifles are often victims of discrimínation.

Securitv of Tenure

Security of tenure reflects the risk of havingi to move

because of dwelling conversion, demolition, or eviction
(Klodawsky & Spector, 1988). Since many female, single-parent

families have 1ow or moderate incomes, they are vulnerable to the

risk of eviction due to an inability to pay the rent. Housingt

that is affordabfe and available is often at risk of conversion

to condominiums (Kfodawsky a Spector, 1985; Mufroy & Lar]e, L992;

SpectÕr & Klodawsky, 1993), or demolition. Thls makes the

security of tenure for these families precarious.

Having a secure place to live ís of utmost importance to

femafe, slngle parents, given that many are adjusting to

traumatic situations, such as divorce, death of a spouse, brrth

of a new baby, or dissofution of an abusive relationship
(.A¡der son-Khl e i f , 1981; Spector & Klodawskyt L993) " Furthermore,

stable homes and nelghbourhoods are important factors that

contribute to positíve chil-d development and good mentaf health

among adults (Leavitt, 1984).

Ä.s the supply of suitable dwellings for fenale,

single-parent families is very f i¡nited, many Ìlve in housing that

requ.ires major repairs (Klodawsky & Spector, 7985; Spector &

Klodawsky, 1993; lViesenthal, Weizman, & Mockl-er, 1991). For
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instance, resuÌts from a 1982 survey in Canada, indicated that

female, síng1e parents under 18 aÌlocated a higher percentage of

therr income to household maintenance than other family types

with similar incomes (Klodawsky & Spector, 1985) " This puts

tremendous strain on these individuafs to fix the problems

themselves or hire someone else to do it. Ofien thesè

a.Lternatives are not feasible (Klodawsky & Spectorf 1988; Spector

& Kloda\,vsky, 1993). Hence, houslng maintenance is a substantial

problem for many female, single-parent famifies.

Need for Privacv

Female, single-parent famifies, just like other families,

have a need for privacy. Because they often reside in rentaf

units, they not only need privacy withín the famil-y un-it, but

also from other tenants. According to Spector and Klodawsky

(1993), this need may not be met in such unlts. For instance/

rental units tend to be smal.L, Iack basements and yard space.

These shortcomings are often coupfed with inadequate sound

proof.ing, which is a significant probfem because children are

often noisy (Spector & Klodawsky, 1993) . As well, many mother*led

fami.Lies may lack privacy because they share accommodat.ions

(Vfiesenthal et af. | 1,991,), live in their parents' homes

(Anderson-Khle1f, I9BI), or live in complexes largely comprised

of other single-parent famifies (Kfodawsky & Speclor, 1988).
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Suitabilltv for Trans ition

Suitability for transition refers to the changrng conditions

of female, single-parent fanilies and their need for fÌexibility

in both financía] and physical arrangements (Ktodawsky & Spector,

1988) . According to Klodawsky and Spector (1988),

housing needs vary for different single-parent families at

different stages of transition. At one end of the spectruln

could be a need for short-term emergency shelter. Somewhere

"in the middle" is perhaps a need to start again, perhaps in
rented accommodation without the encumbrance of long-terrn

comm.itments. At the other end -is a need for lonq-term

housing in which to establish a stable, nurturingr

environment. Housing options are needed which recognize that

transítion takes forms different from those experienced by

nucfear families (p. 153) .

Level of Safety

The level of safety that the housing environment and

surrounding ne.ighbourhood offers female, single-parent families

is important. This incfudes the safety of both the children and

the parents. Often, female, single parents have been victims of

sexual harassment from landlords, victíms of abuse frorn previous

partners who may still pose a threat, and victims of assault as a

consequence of living in poor neighbourhoods (Spector &

Klodawsky, 1993) . They often feeÌ at risk for theft and
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vandal.ism, and are concerned that druq dealers (¡liesenthaf et

aÌ., 1991), sniffers, prostitutes, or gangs wilI approach them or

their chi Ìdren .

.Arlother safety issue concerns the physical condition of the

housing, which nay be in a state of disrepair. For instance,

dweiÌÍngs frequently have defective plumbingf / electrical wiring

problems, or structural damage to wafls, floors, and ceilings.

Other safety concerns rncfuded inadequate lighting. poor

visibility of surroundings (Spector 6, Klodawsky, 1993), and

bullding security (!Íiesenthal et af., I99I). Regardless of the

nature of the problems, safety is a large issue for female,

sing.l-e-parent fami f ies.

Servrce -L ssues

As wel-l as housing and neighbourhood issues, some service

issues were díscussed in the literature. Primarily two service

.issues were described. avaj,lability and accessibility of

services. Because these two issues were cfosefy related, they arae

discussed toqether in the next section.

Avaifabilitv and Accesslbilítv of Services

Availabílity of services and support concerns the abitity of

the neighbourhood to provide support and sharing through

comrnuníty-bas ed facilities, such as child-care services, school

playgrounds, and various com¡runity qroups. A signíficant problem

facing femafe, single-parent famiÌies is the absence of necessary
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services such as child care, transportation, emotionaf suppôrt,

and information sharing (Kfodawsky & Spector, 19B5; Spector &

Klodawsky, 1993) . According to Leavitt (1984), female, single
parents may need a variety of services including '.assistance with

food preparation, overcorning adult isolation, . .. and securing

well-payinq jobs" (p. 19) . These famílies also need. access to

facilities that are appropriate for chifdren, such as safe play

areas near their housing units (Klodawsky & SpectÕr/ lgBB). Few

housing environments, aside from sôme co-operatives and a few

social housing complexes, offer such services. If services are

available, the question then becomes one of accessibiÌity.
Accessibility of services refers to the ease with which one

can access required serv-ices, schools, and employment

opportuníties. Accessibility is inf.Iuenced by both the time and

stress that is involved in travelling to and from daily
actlvities (Klodawsky & Spector, 1985) . Sínce femaÌe, single-
parents fami.L.res are heavy users of publlc and community services

(Ahrentzen, 1991), it is cruciaf that these services be

accessibfe. Many women do not own vehicles, and are forced to
rely on public transportation systems, which are often

inadequate. This further impedes the accessibility of necessary

servlces. For example, transportation difficufties restrict
employment opportunities, community activities, and opportunities

to make friends and share resources (Klodawsky & Spector, l9B5/
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1988; Speclor & K.Iodawsky/ 1993) . Therefore/ ít is not surprising

that neighbourhoods offering stores, public services, employnent

opportunities, and adequate public transportation are in demand

by female, single-parent families (Ahrentzen, 1991).

Unfortunatefy, these neighbourhoods are often relative.Iy

expensive places tc f 1l.e anC thus inaccessible to female, single-

parent families (Klodawsky & Spector/ 1993) .

Neiohbourhood Satis f action

In addition to the shelter lssues (housing, neighbourhood

and service issues) that have been discussed, another relevant

she.Iter issue needs to be explored, neiqhbourhood satisfaction.
Neighbourhood satisfaction is important to consider because .it

contributes to quality of life. However, few researchers have

looked specifically at the neighbourhood satisfaction of sinqle

mothers. For example, Cook (l-988) compared neighbourhood

sat.isfaction amÒng low-income, female. single parents in suburban

areas with that of those fiving in urban areas. She found that

for both urban and suburban single mothers, neighbourhood noise

and safety fevels were important predictors of satrsfaction. Cook

(1988) also found emplol¡mênt statuslo to play a role in

determ.íning neighbourhood satisfaction of suburban, sinqle

loEmployed suburban, single parents tended to be more
satisfied with their neighbourhoods than unemp.loyed suburban.
single parents or urban single parents regardless of employ'rnent
status,
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Änthony et al . (1990) studled the housing perceptions of

low-income single-parents " They reported that the age and number

of chi.Idren were factors that affected which variabfes

contributed to residential satisfaction. For examp.Ie, where

teenágeìrs weie presenL, site appearancef mairiLen¿nce, similariLy
of neighbors, yard space/ and interior space contributed to

satisfaction; whereas for respondents with preschool chitdren,

management of the housing devefopment was the only predictor. As

the number of children increased, the nun cer of variables that
contributed to residential satisfaction decreased.

There are three main theoreticaf perspectives that have

been used to organize studies on neighbourhood satisfactron - the

urban scale"/ compo s it ional',, and quality of fife'. perspectives

11 The urban scale perspectíve argues that ..increases .in
population size and density of a city would produce psychic
overload, anon\nnity, and a number of other psycholoqícal-
consequences which, in turn, would weaken Iocal sentiments and
solidarities" (Lee & Guest, 1983, p. 288).

12 The compositionaf perspective purports that neighbourhood
satisfaction is determined by the attributes of the
neighbourhood. These inc.Iude socioeconomic status/ race, housíng
tenure, and presence of children in the household. These
variab.Ies inffuence a household's probabilìty of endíng up in a
giratifying neighbourhood (Lee & cuest, 1983) .

tt Some quality of .l-ife researchers look at the precise
measurement of \oblective' social indicators (ie. environmental
adequacy, local safety/ public school adequacy, and housing
satisfaction) , whereas others focus on the lndividual's
subjective perceptions and interpretations of such indicators
(Lee & cuest 1983) .
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(Lee & cuest, f983). Neighbourhood satisfaction studies that used

subjectlve perception to indlcate quaÌity of life are the most

pert.inent to the present study. Using this perspective, the

following factors have been found to contribute to neighbourhood

satisfaction: residential qualÍty.. (Cook, 1988; Fried, L9B2; Lee

& Guestf 1983; Michelson, 1980), housing satisfactlon'. (Herting e

Guest/ 1985; Lee & Guest, 1983., Nevnnan & Duncan, 1918), adequacy

of the socia.L environment" (Cook, 1988; Herting & cuesl, 1985) ,

and, overall, satisfaction with Iife (Rent & Rent/ 19'78) "

Other Canadlan Shelter Studies ln Comparison to the Present Studv

Besides the work of Kfodawsky et al. (1985), very few

Canad.ian studies have explored the shelter needs of slnqle

mothers. The research that has been done is very different from

the present study. For instance, Stewart (1991) investigated the

effect divorce had on housing and neighbourhood satisfaction;

standard of livlng and financiaf situations; quaÌity of tife

satisfaction; and coping strategíes of middfe-class, single,

custodial females. The participants were found through divorce

1a Residential quality includes such things as access to the
naturaf environment¡ sense of safety, home ownership, available
services, sense of neighbourhood and community, househofd

is Housing satisfaction includes exterior and interior
characteristics of the house, and structuraf considerations.

16 Adequacy of the social- environment refers to the type of
people, levef of friendliness and level of pr.ivacy.

29
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records, and were interviewed usinq primarily closed-ended

questions.

Wiesenthal et af. (1991) also used primarily closed-ended

interviews to explore the perceptlons that single mothers held

abolrt their residences. Specificafly, they were interested in the

perceptions these women hefd about their abifltles to carry out

child rearing duties and improve their quality of life, given the

design of their dwellings. Researchers afso wanted to determine

what design features these women thought wou]d help ease their

situations. Most participants $/ere of low-income status.

McFadyen (1994) used objective and subjective measures to

explore single mothers' perceptions of rental opportunities,

factors that affect housing satisfaction and residential

mobility, and the importance of neighbourhood satisfaction. These

participants lived in an inner-cíty neighbourhood, nost had

fow-incomesf and many were highly educated..'

Two other studies shoufd be mentioned - Sparlíng (1992) and

Rose and le Bourdaís (1986) . Sparllng (1992) analyzed the

socioeconomic and housing condítíons of the native, single-parent

population in I^linnlpeg using census data. Similarly, Rose and .Ie

Bourdais (1986) relied on census data to compare the

socioeconomic characteristics of inner-city and suburban

17 According to McFadyen (7994), 61% of the sinqle mothers
had comp.l,eted at least grade 12.
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single-parent fa¡nilies.

Compared to the present sludy, previous studies either used

different methods (Rose & Le Bourdais, 1,986; Sparling, 1992;

Stewart, 1991; Wiesenthal et al., 1991), studied different
populatÍons (Rose ç fe Bourdais, L986; Stewart/ 1991; Sparling,

L992), or focussed on other sheiter íssues (McFadyen/ 1994; Rose

& le Bourdais, 1986; Sparling, 1992; Stewart, I99I; [,üiesenthal et

al., 1991). Furthermore, while past research has identified sone

issues that appear to be problematic for female, single parents,

few studies asked these women what they perceived as issues. By

asking síng.Ie mothers their perceptions of their shelter

environments and financ.iaf resources. this study broadened the

understanding of the issues facing these famiÌies. The next

chapte.r describes the methodology used in this study.
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CTIAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

The Case for ouafitative Research

The purpose of thÍs study was to explore the perceptions of

low-income, female, single parents living in fow-income areas of

lüínnipeg. The focus was on the perceptions that these wÕmen held

abo'.lt 1:heir shelter environments and f inancial resources. Mr.ìch of

the research on fema.Ie, single-parent famiÌies/ particu.Iarly

those studies which focussed on housing needs, used a

quantitatlve approach (c.f. Wiesenthaf et al ., 1991) .

Quantitative nethods are supported by a positivist paradig:n which

views the worfd as composed of observable and measurable facts.

Therefore, quantitative research designs are very specific,

structured, controlled and deductive with their goals being

prediction, verification of hypotheses and generaÌization of

relationships (Chapnan & Macfean/ 1990; cfesne & Peshkin, 1992).

Althougrh this approach has provided usefuf information about

single-parent families, it cannot contribute to the understanding

of the perceptions of female, singfe parents.

A qualítative approach, on the other hand. was appropriate

for studying the perceptions of female, sinqle-parent farnilles

because it is based on an interpretive paradigm. In gieneral. the

goafs of this paradigm are explanation, discovery and

understanding of meanings. This paradigm assumes that behavior

has to be understood in relation to the subjective meanings that
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individuaÌs construct (Chapman & Macfean, 1990) . Furthermore/ the

data, which are generated through in*depth interviews or

participant observation, are highly descriptive and expressive of

the actual thoughts and feelings of the particípants (Snyder,

1992) " Hence, a qualitative approach to understanding the shefter

and financiaf .issues faced by iemale, srngle-parent famifies

brings much depth to singÌe-parent fami.Iy research.

Syrrbolic Interactionism as the Theoretical Perspective

Symbolic Interactionisn .is one of several perspectives that

has been particularly important 1n the development of quafitative

research. As such, it was the theoreticaf framework fôr this

study, a study that explored slnqfe mothers' perceptions of their

shelte¡ environments and financia.I resources. This perspective

purports that people act toward things based on the meanings that

those things have for them (Gilgun, 1992; LaRossa & Reitzes,

1993; Mackie, ).981 ; Morse & Field, 1995) . These meanings arise

through the process of interaction, and are managed and modified

through an interpretíve process (LaRossa & Reitzes/ 1993).

This study enì.lf,raced the work of W. I . Thomâs, one of the

first schofars to link s¡rmbolic interactionism and fanily

studies. He developed a very important concept, the definition of

the situation, which suggests that behaviour cannot be understood

apart from the subjective interpretations given to situations
(LaRossa & Reitzes, 1993) . In the words of Thomas 1L928) , "if men
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(sic) define situations as reaf. they are reaf in their

consequences" (p, 572) . This means that people only know the

world as they experlence it, and can only react based on their
interpretations of that situation. Therefore, "researchers must

tap into this experience and attenpt to understand the meanings

that experiences have for peopÌe in order to understand their
world" (Hiqqitt, 1994, p. 20). In the present study/ this meant

asking singfe mothers how they defined their situations. More

specificaÌly/ the concern was how they perceived their shefter

environments and financial resources. As single mothers'

perceptlons of their s.ituations influence how they will- react in

any qiven situation, it is inportant that researchers, service

providers, Iaypersons, and policy makers understand these women's

realities so that they can respond accordingly. As a s\Ænbof ic

interactionist perspective would facilitate an understanding of

the shefter and financial issues faced by sing.Ie mothers based on

theír own interpretations, it was the theoretical perspective

utilized in this s tudy.

Research Strategy

The data for this study came from a larger project, entitl,ed

"Poverty and Housing Issues among Single-Parent Families in

Winnipeg: A Comparison between Mafe-fed and Femaf e-l-ed Families"

that was conducted by researchers in the Department of FamiJ-y

Studies, University of Man.itoba, and the Institute of Urban
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Studies, University of i,üinnlpeg. This project was approved bv the

Ethical Review Committee, Faculty of Human EcoIogy, at the

University of Mani toba .

Although this study used data that was already collected, I
participated as a research assistant in the orlginal data

colfection. Thus, I wiff briefly describe the process that took

place. The method used in the larger project was in-depth

interviews. These interviews were conducted eíther 1n the

participants' homes or at other mutually agreeable focations " The

time required for each interview was approximately I Lo L I/2
hours. At each interview the principal investigator and the

assistant were present. One conducted the interview, whife the

other took detalÌed notes. The notes r,/ere transcribed as soon as

possible afterwards and read by the primary investigator.
A guide outlining general topics was used and the

interviewer clarified responses through follow-up questions and

probes. The guide consisted of 20 topics. These topics were:

demographic information; perceptions about being a single parent,.

being a mafe or female, sinqle parent; household tasks; child
care arrangements; special programs for sinqle parents;

employment; education; suppôrt services; accessibiÌity of

services; attitudes of service providers; rofe of neighbours;

chifdren's participation in extra- curri cul ar activities; current

housing; neighbourhood; mobitity; household malntenance; privacy;
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and tenure. The interviews were informal and ffexible to

facifitate both a refaxed atmosphere and t_he generation of

unanticipated data.

There were 28 participantsls 114 ma1e, 14 female) 1n this
study" The criteria for selection included (a) perceiving oneself

as low income, (b) livinq in a low-income neighbourhood, and (c)

identifying oneseff as a single parent. They were found prlrnarlly

in three v,¡ays. First, most participants were focated through

various service organlzations operating in the inner city. These

organizations embraced a variety of mandates that may have

appealed to different types of people. The orqanizations included

non-profit, community-based agencies, one larg'e agency wlth North

American affiliates, schools, a health cllnic, and government

ag'encies. Second. snowbafl sampling was a]so used where

participants were found through referrals from other

participants. Third, as the study progiressed, theoreticaf

sampling was used to help the researchers explore theoretical

'hunches' that were emerging from the data (Morse & Fiel-d, f995) .

I used some of the data generated from the female

participants to explore the perceptions that female, síng1e

parents held about their shelter environments and financial

resources. These data included information on the foffowino

18 Participants were paid honorariums for their
part i cipat ion .
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topics: programs for singJ-e parents, support services,

accessibility of services, attitudes of service providers, role

of neighbours/ current housing, neighbourhood, househofd

maintenance, and privacy 
"

Data v./ere analyzed using qualitative content analysis as 1t

allowed the resea¡cher to go beyond the surface meanings of the

transcripts to analyze the deeper meanings enbedded in the

content (Hofsti, 1969) . In other words, this research strategy

attempts to ínfer what is implied or meant by the participants.

In content analys.is the researcher uses a consistent set of

codesle to indicate blocks of data containing simil,ar meanings

(Morqan, 1993) . As the data are read over and ôver again, further

codes are noted by the researcher. who then tries to interpret
patterns in these codes. It is the researcher's ro.Le to develop

an understanding of the context discovered through codlng.

According to Morgan (1993), the goal of qualltative content

analysis is to explain patterns 1n the data and arrive at an

understanding of what is going on. In srunmaryf qualitative

content ana.Iysis is used to develop codes from the data. These

codes are then applied to blocks of data with similar meaning.

This regularíty of codes is considered as the discovery of

patterns that guide further interpretations of the data.

1e These codes are generated from the data, they are not
predetermined (Morqan, 1993).
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To follow is a brief descriptron of the process that took

place during data analysis. After the intervj,ews were transcribed

and organized with the aid of EthnÕgraph2o, I read the data

severa.L times to become faniliar with the content and get a sense

of the persistent words, phrases or themes that would be coded

later. Then, I analyzed the data line by line and wrote

descriptive code names into the right hand margin of the

transcripts (Morse & Fiefd, 1995) . According to Morse and Field

(1995) . "these codes apply to phrases, sentences or groups of

sentences within the data thal represent conmon concepts" (p"

159) . More than one code was sometimes given to a sentence or

phrase. The purpose of this initial coding was to reassert the

realitles of the particlpants using similar words and phrases

(Morse & FieId. 1995) .

Throughout the coding process, notes were written explaining

what I thought was going on. As data accumufated, inttial codes

were grouped logether and categorized. Later, the categories were

recategorized and further efaborated. "Categorizing involved a

higher level of abstraction than initial coding. Here, the goa.L

was to identify the refationships of the dimensions or the

properties of the categories" (Morse & Fiefd, 1995, p. 160) .

2cEthnograph is a computer program designed for sorting
text-based data. It "enables you to code¡ recode, and sort files
into analytic categories. You can review text, mark segments, and
then display, sort, and print segments in any order or sequence
you desirer' (Seidel, Kjolseth & Selmour/ 1988, p. 4).
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After this, I went back to the fiterature and generated further
questions. As a result of this process, sôme concepts became more

important than others. Again the data were examined and patterns

or relationships among categories were identified. This cyclical
process continued until the categories became saturated in

content/ which meant no new Ínformation was emerging from the

categories (Morse & Field, 1995) . At this point/ an emerging

model (ie. a tlpology) was developed to explain what was going

on.
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CIIAPTER FOUR: DATA ANALYS ] S

This smalf sca.Le in-depth study exp.Iôred Iow-income, single

mothers' perceptions of their shelter environments2l and

financia.L resources. The findings suggested that these women had

qulte diverse needs and resources. Buifding on these findings, a

typoìogy of fow-income, single mothers and their shelter

environments was developed, a typology quite unlike what is found

in the fimíted research.

This study 1s qulte different from previous research which,

for the most part, has been one of four types: .Iiterature

reviews, position papers, essays, or proposals designed to meet

the shelter needs of single-parent famifies (Ahrentzen, 1991;

Leavitt, 1984; Mulroy & Lane, 1991; Soper, 1980; Taub & OrKane,

1980) . Few empirical studies have been conducted, and of those,

most did not inc.Iude participants who were primarily of fow-

income status (.Andersôn-Khl ei f , 1980; Stewart, 1991), used

quantitative approaches (Stewart, 1991; Wiesenthat et. al, 1991),

reÌied heavily on census data and other secondary data sources

(Klodawsky et af., 1985; 1988; Sparlírg, 1992; Spector &

KÌodawsky, 1993), or had a different topicaÌ focus (McFadyen,

1994) . Thus, the present study adds to previous research by

expanding the body of qualítative Iiterature available on female,

:1 Shelter environments include housing issues,
neighbourhoôd characteri s ti cs, and availability and accessibility
of services.
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single-parent families, and examining a larqely neglected topic
area.

There are some s.imilarities between the findings of this

study and past research, For example, both past research and this

study find such things as childcare, fínancial resources, and

multiple demands to be problematic. Despite the similarities,

differences are also apparent. For lnstance, some mothers in this
study referred to positive aspects ôf sing.Ie parenthood, such as

having a sense of control, a sense of accomplishment, and high

motivation fevels. The foffowíng section discusses, in detail,

the findings of the present study, referring to its simílarlties

and dífferences when compared wlth previous Iiterature (c.f .

Klodawsky & Spector, 1985; 1988; Spector & Klodawsky, L993;

Wiesenthaf et. aI, 1991).

Demogrãphic Background of Participants in Study

For this study, 14 fow-income, single mothers were

interviewed. Afl of these women Iived in low-income areas in the

city of !ù1nnipeq. These mothers ranged in age from lB - 49 years

with six particípants being less than 30 years oId. Coffectively,

the women had 23 children, ranging from seven weeks to 21 years.

Almost half of t.hese chiLdren were under five years of age.

Househofds ranged in size from two to five persons with the

majority consistinq of two persons.

The shefter arrangements were generalJ-y rentaf units. Of the
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14 single mothers. 13 resided in rental units and one owned the

house in which she lived. Thirteen of the 14 single mothers

reported depending on sociaf assistance for all or part of their
income; only three were employed. Of the 14 mothers, seven had a

grade 10 education level or less; none had completed more than

grade 1,2. Eight of the single mothers indicated an aboriginal

background. Others came from a variety of backgrounds, such as

English, Irish, French, cerman, Jamaican, Mulatto, and Ukrainian.

Each participant was interviewed for approximately I I/2 haurs

using open-ended questions. The next sectlons describe the

perceptions sinqle mothers' held about the quality of their
lives, shelter environments, and financial resources.

Perceptions HeId by Single Mothers

Thís study explored the perceptions low-income, single

mothers held of their shelter environments by inte¡viewinq them

on three marn topics: quafity of Iife, shefter environments, and

financiaf resources. Erom these interviews, many issues emerged

and these are presented in the following sections. Then the

findinqs of this study were compared wíth the findings of

previous research, concluding with possib.Le explanations for the

differences between Lhe present findings and the findrngs of

previous research.

Oualitv of Lífe: Perceived Neoative ancl Posili¡¡e Iss¡es

One topic that was explored wilh participants was their
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quality of Iife. From thelr responses, two t\æes of issues

emerged - negative issues and positive issues. The first section

discusses the negative issues perceived by the sinqte mothers;

whereas/ the second section describes the positive ônes.

Neoative I s sues

Many negative issues arose through the discussions with the

partícipants. Five main issues emerged lncluding lonefiness, the

stress associated with managing multiple rofes and demands, a

shortage of money, numerous child-related. issues, and, dealing

with the stereotypicaf views held by others. Each of these issues

is discussed at length ln subsequent sêctions.

Lone.Iiness. Loneliness was a prevaÌent issue for many single

mothers. From their responses, 1t became apparent thal there were

two different kinds of lonefiness experienced by these women. One

kind of foneliness related to being physically alone. This type

of foneliness was the most frequently mentíoned hardship by the

participants. In one mother's words, "it,s (being a single

mother) scary. You're by yourself. There ís no one else to help

yor.r." Arìother simply said, "the hardêst thing is not having

someone there with you to support you. 't Other participants made

sinlfar statements,

The other kind of loneliness refers to the emot.iona.I feeling
of loneliness. Several mothers mentioned feeling lonely when they

were asked about the negative aspects of singfe parentinq. For
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example, one mother replied, "no one to talk to, lonely. "

Similarly, another said, "the loneliness of not having a

partner...It's very hard, especia.IÌy after a long relationship. "

As described earfier, Klodawsky and Spector (1985), Leavitt
(1984) and Spector and K.Iodawsky (1993) reported that single

nothers often had a l-ack of supports and felt lonely.

Multipfe roles and demands. AII participants were fulfilling

multlple roIes, and consequently, had many dlverse demands placed

on them, adding stress to their fives. Managíng muÌtiple roles

resulted in many sing.Ie parents experiencing role conflict. For

exampÌe, one participant said/ "I'm mom, girlfriend, friend...I

need to estabfish that I'm me first and mother second. " A similar

exampfe came from a working môther. She said, "it's a struggle

(being a single mother) , especialÌy for a working mom. I'rn busy,

there's no time." It is not surprising that many participants

indicated having difficulties managing because handling alf of

these demands afone is both mentally and physicafly taxing. In

the words of one mother, "it gets hard at times wanting a break.

In the beginning, it was hard when she (the child) cried for five

hours straight (pause) . It's hard. I .Live on the third floor and

have to carry her (the child) down in a knapsack (pause) . It's

hard planning to go back to school. There's no one to watch her.

Someone to do bottles etc. With no sleep it gets pretty hard. " It

is evident that the nlLmerous roles and demands placed on single
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parents may resuÌt in difficulty perform.ing even routine daily
activities (ie. feeding and comforting the child, sleeping,

working) " This evidence has serious implications for the lives of
single parents in various settings such as career, parenting, and

school.ing. These findings are simifar to those of Spector and

Klodawsky (1993), who found that the rnultipÌe roles and demands

facinq single mothers tended to put much stress on them.

Livinq on }orv íncomes. Low incomes often made single

parenting difficult. For exampfe, many participants said such

things as, "money makes single parenthood tough", "the financiat
end (makes sinqle parenting hard) ", "money, now thatrs an issuel"
Living on low incomes has many implications for these fami11es.

One of the strongest implications of low incomes is the

restriction on lifestyle options, Many single parents reported

how dífficult it was to meet the familyrs basic needs for food,

clothing and shefter, For instance, one partícipant said, "it's
hard beingr a sinqJ-e parent. Making sure they,re fed and cl-othed.

With prices today it's really hard." In terms of housing, some

participants lalked about how difficult it was to find adequate

housing given the money that social assistance provides. In the

words of one mother, r...ft,s not good to stay in low rentals, a

dunp, with four kids. You can't five elsewhere for the money

weffare gives us. "

A second lnplication of living on a limited budget is the
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stress of consuming alÌ íncome and having little or no môney

availabÌe for emergency situations. The following example clearly
iflustrates this concern. When asked what was negative about

beinq a single mother, one participant replied, "no financial
needs (ie. means) to transport the child in case of an emergency.

You have to take a bus. You're on a budqet. Itls hard and

Another implication for many particÍpants is not hav.ing

enouqh money to utifize some of the services that would help ease

some of theír demands. This includes such things as child care

and transportation. For instance, several participants mentiôned

bei-ng unable to afford babysÍtters; others talked about having to

care for their chiÌdren because, "the subsidy didn't come

through. " (For more information on chiÌdcare, see section

enlitfed Child-Related Issues on p. 43) . Furthermore, a few

participants reported experiencìng difficulties accessing

transportation because they did not have enough money. For

example, one part.icipant tafked about being able to afford to

take the bus to her destination but not back.

ft is clear that for many single parents money was a

hardship which impacted various areas of their fives. These areas

ranged from meeting the basic needs of the famity to having money

to access some of the services that may hel-p to offset some of

their ¡nultiple responsibifities. (For more discussion on money,.
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see section titled "Financial Resources" on p. 75) .

Child-related issues. Participants frequently mentioned that

child-reÌaled issues made sing'Ie parenting difflcult. These

issues prinarily focussed on chi.ldcare and the lack of respite

from parenting responsibíIities. For example, one participant

said she coufd not afford to pay a babysltter nor did she know of

anyone who could babysit; consequently, she could never take

breaks from her childrearing duties. Besides money, another

problem associated with childcare was its physicaÌ

inaccessibillty (ie. fack of transportation) . Specifically, one

mother indicated how inconvenient it was to go out because she

had to take a bus or walk her chi.Id somewhere for care, and then

pay for it. In sunmary, affordability and accessÍbllity of

chi.l-dcare were conmon problems associated with single parenting.

Single parents also mentÍoned the burden of sofe parenting

responsibiÌities as adding extra stress to their lives. For

instance, one young participant talked about how difficuft it was

to deal with gettlng up for nightly feedings and numerous cry.inq

episodes. Another participant mentioned that it was hard for her

to know the whereabouts of her chifdren. Furthermore, several

participants lndicated disciplining the children was prob.Iematic.

In the words of one participant, "discipline is hard because I
strugqle with my son, he doesn't Ìisten...A man's stern hand

sometimes helps to get him motivated. "
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Many particlpants inplied that some of these

responsibilities may not have been so problematic had there been

someone else avallable with which to share the responsibllities.

In the words of one participant/ "a.L.L my time and energy are gone

for the klds. Before (when I was married) I had tlme to go out

and do thingis. " Atother particlpan'L. clearly stated her feeÌings

about single parenting and handling the responsibitities alone.

She said, "the disadvantage of being a single parent is that

there's only one parent to oversee the children. There should be

two people in a family because it's really tough (to parent

a.Ione ) . "

Sicrenlr¡ni ¡¡ I r¡i êr^Ì ôf qi nrrl c mnl-har< Dealing with soc.iety' s

stereotypes was problematic for severaf participants. As they

said, "society fooks down upon single parents. " Partlcipants

discussed being stereotyped in many ways. First, they feft

stereot\T)ed because of their source of income. In the words of

one participant, "people say, single parent, four kids, she's on

welfarel" Second, participants felt their parenting abilities
were also stereotyped. For exampfe, one participant said she did

not usuafly reveal her status as a single mother because she

beÌieved that. peopÌe woufd b.Iame her if her child misbehaved.

Third, some participants mentioned being judgred on the lifestyle.
For exampfe/ one participant indicated how it is acceptabfe for
married women to stay home with their children, yet unacceptable

48
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for single mothers to do so. These findings are simifar to those

of .Anderson-Khle i f (1981), Leavitt (1984), and Taub and O'Kane

(1981) who reported that single mothers often experience

discrimínation because of their status as singile parents.

PosÍtive fssues

Severaf positlve aspects of single parenthood emerged during

the interviews with partlcipants. These positive aspects focussed

on a sense of control/ a sense of accomplishment, and motivation

l-evefs. The following sections explore each of these aspects in

detail .

Sense of control. Participants frequently referred to the

sense of controf associated with being single parents.

Specifically/ many sinqle mothers indicated feeling in control

because they made decisions by themselves, For example, one

mother said, "you don't have to worry about the other partner/

just about me and my child. I make my own decisions. I feel much

happier, even though I'm tired, I feel stronger inside."

Sinilarly, another one said, "now (that I'm a single mother) it,s

better because I have to rnake decisions. It built up ny

character, Ät first it was me, me, me. No onê to help rne but now

I feef good about it because I face my own battl-e. I take care of

nyseff." Out of the three positive aspects that arose through

this study, this sense of control was the most conmon theme among

participants. This commonality points to its .importance.
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Sense of accomolishment. Allother positive theme that arose

was the sense of accomplishment that singfe parenting gave

participants. Many participants indicated that being a successful

slngle parent made them feel proud because it was something they

did al-one. For example, one mother said, "there is more sense of

accompfishment (when you are a singfe parent) . I know I did it

all by myself. If f can do this, I can do anything. " Simílarly.

another mother said that one of the posítive things about beinq a

single mother was "seeing your chíld grow. You have a sense of

accomplishment because you did it on your own. " This sense of

accomplishment may hefp to offset the inpact of some of the

negative aspects that were reported by participants. Offsetting

some of the negiative aspects may hefp sinqle parents perceive

lheir rofe in a more positive light.

MotÍvation. Motivation was the third thene that emerged.

Some participants indicated that single parenthood motivated them

to improve their situations. For instance, one participant said,

"being a single parent has done a lot for me wanting more for

myself. T want a lot more for my life now." Änother mother, who

said she abused her fi¡st set of children, wanted to improve

herseff so her second set of children might have a better quality

of life. In her words, "I didn't want my boys to grow up with

that (a mother who drinks and abuses). I went into a treatment

centre and put the boys into care (ChiÌd and Family Services). I
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was using afcohol to cope. It was good going ínto the centre."

These examples iffustrate that some of the participants

chose to shlft what could have been ínterpreted as negative

circumstances to something more posltlve - motivat.ion to attain a

better quality of life for themselves and their families. This is

an important findlng because it demonstrates the crucial rofe

that perception plays in determining people's reactions to

various circumstances.

Despite the dlfflcultÍes associated with beinq a single

parent, participants cÌearÌy identified some positive aspects as

we]l. To know that these women thought that being a s.ingle parent

helped then to be motivated. experience â sense of accompl-ishment

and controf brings a different perspective to the fiterature

which tends to emphasize the negatj-ve side (c.f . Klodawsky &

Spector/ l98B; Spector & Klodawsky, 1993).

Shelter Envíronments

The second topic that was explored with participants was

their shelter envíronments. From the interviews, three main

issues arose: housing issues, neighbourhood satj-sfaction íssues,

and service issues. The fírst section explains the housing issues

expressed by the particlpants and the second discusses

neighbourhood satisfaction .issues. The third section describes

the service issues that emerged.
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Houslno T s sues

Many housÍng issues emerged through the interviews with the

participants. Five primary issues were discussed including

focation, choice, tenure, satisfaction, and maintenance. Each of

these issues is examined in ensuing sections.

How sinqle mothers located housino. .An issue that was

frequently mentioned by many partlclpants vJas ho\^r they Iocated

their housing. Three main ways were mentioned by participants.

One way was through someone they knew informing them about

avaifabÌe housing. For example, one participant, who thought her

apartment was too smafÌ and hot, inquired at the main office

about getting a }arger apartment. In her words, "I went to the

caretakers and cried. I said I couldn'l slay there any longer on

the third floor with the heat, so she (landlord) said she had one

on the rnain fl,oor in another building (in the same complex) . I

took it." When asked how she found her apartment/ another

parlicipant simply sald, "my friend X found it (my apartment) for

me." Änother participant, who talked about being dlssatisfied

with the neighbourhood, said a frlend looked into a co-op in the

suburbs for her. In her words, "My qirlfriend checked it (the co-

op) out. We are both going to put in an application. . . it ' s better

over there. No more core area." Although these examp.Ies are al.l

slightly different, in each one someone other than the

participant Located the housinq.
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Ä¡other way that participants located their housing was

through newspaper advertisements. For Ínstance, when asked how

she found her current housing, one mother bluntly stated, "I
looked in the Inewspaper] for an apartment." Similar statements

were made by others " It seemed as though it was not difficult for

these participants to find a place to live since they responded

very casually to the question and quickly found apartments.

A third way that many participants found thej-r housing was

through workers at Manitoba Housing. In the words of one

participant, "I had to find housing fast, so Manítoba Housing got

me this one quick. " Many other participants referred to living

in buildings managed by Manitoba Housing. How síngle mothers

locate their housing is an important findÌng because ear.Lier

studies have not identified thls as an issue.

It is rmportant to mention that of the participants who

referred to how they found their housing, not one of thern said

that it was very difficult to focate. This finding is contrary to

that found by previous researchers. .A,s described earfier,

Klodawsky and Spector (f985; 1988) mentioned severaf difficufties

that single mothers often encounter when trying to find housing.

These included such thinqs as the units being unsuitab.Ie for

families with chiÌdren, inaccessible to necessary services, and

Choice. Whil-e two mothers indicated having no choice of
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housing', many others believed they did have housing choices.

These mothers said things like, "it's my choice to .Ieave',, '.I

picked it (the dwelling) ", and "I feft Like T had a choice and I

wanted to pick a good pIace." AÌthough prev.ious research did not

directly discuss housing choices, it did mention that single

mothers tended to have difficufties flncìing suitable housing as a

result of their low lncomes, and presence of children. This

impl,ies that they had few housíng choices. Therefore the present

finding, is contrary to that Ímplied by previous research (c.f.

Anderson-Khl e i f, 1981; Klodawsky & Spector/ 1988; Spector &

Klodawsky, 1993).

Rapoport (1-980) purports that choice is an important factor

in determining housing satisfaction. Because these singJ-e mothers

perceived the¡nselves as having choices regarding their housing

units, accordinq to Rapoport, it then follows that they would

feel- satisfied with their housing (for more ínformation on

housinq satisfaction, see section entitled Housing Satisfaction

on pag:e 55) .

Tenure. .4.11 but one participant in this study rented her

housinq unit; and, most indicated that lhese units were sociaf

housing units. These findíngs are typical of those identified by

other researchers who focussed on single mothers. For instance/

Leavitt (1984), and Spector and Klodawsky (1993) reported that

renting is often the only option availabl-e to singJ"e parents
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given their 1ow incomes.

As discussed earlier, Klodawsky and Spector (1988), Mulroy

and Lane (1992) and Spëctor and Klodawsky (1993) suggested that

security of tenure22 was often an issue for single mothers.

However, thÍs was not supported in this study. In fact, in the

present study most participants did not mention the.ir security of

tenure. Those who did. indicated that they could remain at their
present focafs for as long as they wanted. For .instance, one

participants said, "(I feel I can stay here as long as I want)

because werre not really noisy. I don't party. Itm not smashinq

it up" They (Ìandlords) want someone who is a [good tenant]."
Another one simply answered "yes" when asked if she felt she

could stay in her current dwelling as long as she wanted. Thus,

for the participants in this study, secur.ity of tenure was not a

pressing issue.

Housinq s ati s fact ion. When parcicjpants were asked about

their housÍng, surprisingly, they generally perceived it as

satisfactory. They referred to it as "meeting their needs,,, and

being "in good shape". When asked specifically about the

condition of their dwellings, most participants responded

positively. Responses ranged from "Pretty good. ln good enough

shape" to "It's in good shape. I like it a lot." However, it is

22 -A.ccording to Klodawsky and Spector (1988), security of
tenure reflects the risk of having to move because of dweJ-J-ing
conversion, dernolition, or eviction.
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lmportant to note that we did not see participants' homes. These

findings were solely based on particípants' perceptions. By some

other ob¡ective standard, participants housing may have been

consídered run-down and needing repair as has been reported in

the literature on single mothers (c.f . Klodawsky & Spector, 1985;

Spector e Klodawsky, 1993; trüiesenthal et af., 1991).

Space was one factor that seemed to contribute greatly to

participantsr housing satisfaction. In fact, almost atl the

participants perceÍved they had enough space. However, of those,

there was a range in their answers. At one extreme there were

participants who perceived themsefves as having a lot of space.

For instance, one participant said, "This is a nice place. I have

two bedrooms/ a huqe closet, bathroom, fots of space. I've never

had a problem with space." When asked if she felt she had enough

space, another participant answered, "(Yes), It's three floors, a

townhouse with a backyard. " At the other extreme, there were

participants who fel,t that the space in their dwellings just met

their needs. For example, when asked if her apartment was large

enough, one participant simpÌy stated, "ft meets our needs,"

.Arlother participant said, "I lÍve in a dupfex on the second

floor. There are two bedrooms. Itrs small, but ít's enough for
(my son) and me. "

Most of the participants for whom space v,ra s not a probJ-em

had something in cornrnon; they lived in dwellings that had more
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than ône ffoor or had a basement. These 'extra floorsr seemed to

help. In the words of one mother, "physically there is enough

space to get away. Having two floors helps, (My daughter) needs

her space as we1l." Sinílarly another mother, who lived in a

townhouse, saíd, "...there's lots of space. Ä. qreat big basement,

laundry room, d.ining room, kitchen, Iivlng room, upstairs

bedrooms, bathroom." Ägain, these findings are d.if ferent from

those of previous research/ which reported that Iack of privacy

and spatial constraints were frequently problematic for female,

single-parent fanil-ies (c.f . Änderson-Khleif, 1981; Klodawsky &

Spector, 1988; Spector & Klodawsky, 1993, Wiesenthal et al .,
1 001 \

Household maintenance. Afmost all participants refied on

landlords for their household maintenance. Wh11e a few

partlcipants perceived their fandlords as doing an adequate job

of maintaining their dwellings, the majoríty were not satisfied

with this servj,ce because it was unreliable. For instance, when

one participant was asked who took care of her household

maintenance, she repÌied, "They have something calJ-ed a caretaker

I've always had to put in a second notice and then have to calf

maintenance for action. It's frustratinq. " Similarly, another

repfied, "I just phone housing and someone }ooks afler our area.

He's not good about coming though. You phone and feave messages

with him and he never caf.Is back. You need to phone the office to
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qet attention. " .Another participant's response provides a cfear

example of the unreliabifity of some fandfords. She said. "They

don't want to do nothlng'. Along one wall in the living room, f

can see my basement. I asked for a paint job and they never came.

They ripped off the tile three months aqo and no one has fixed

them yet". The prevalence of household maintenance problems have

been wefl documented by other researchers íncluding Klodawsky and

SpectÒr (1988), Spector and Klodawsky (1993) and Wiesenthal et

al . (l-991) .

Since participants did not have the money to hlre someone to

fix their ma.intenance probfems, some coped by trying to fix smafl

things on their own. For instance, one molher said, "I don't

bother to caÌf them (landlord) for little things. Sometimes I try

to fix things myseff." Simifar comments were made by other

participants. They mentioned trying to fix things, such as a

.Loose bannister on the staircase/ or broken Iights by themselves.

These exampfes iÌÌustrate that not only is household maintenance

a soLrrce of stress for the participants, but their options are

very Iimited - tolerate an unre.Iiable landlord, fix the problem

themselves, or feave .it unreso.Ived. This lack of feasible

a.Iternat.ives has afso been referred to by other researchers such

as Klodawsky and Spector (1988) and Spector and Klodawsky (1993) "

Neiohbourhood Satisfaction Issues

Throughout the interviews with participants, several issues
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arose lhat were perceived as contributingr to neighbourhood

satisfaction. These issues inc.Iuded services and amenities being

available in their neighbourhood, having supportive neighbours,

and feeling safe. Each of these are discussed in the following

sections.

In generai, participants were satisfied with their

neighbourhoods. For example, comments like, "yes, it's a good

neighbourhood". and "it's (the neighbourhood) pretty good", were

quite common. Only two mothers reported dissatisfaction wíth

their neighbourhood, and one mother did not make any reference to

her neighbourhood.

Proximitv to services and amenities. Proximity to servíces

and amenities seemed to play an important role in participants'

satisfaction with their neighbourhoods. Since most participants

mentioned it as contributing to being satisfied, its importance

\,vas apparent. In one participant's words, "That's why I picked

thís place, I can go to the bank, pay ny bills, fshopping mall]

is right here, bus serv.ice is great." Similarly another said,

"the kids are stabÌe (in this neighbourhood) , conveniences are

great as I don't drive. There's a schoo.L, groceries, McDona.Ids."

Other participants tafked about being satísfied wíth their

neighbourhood because it was close to work and school, their

mothers' homes, bus stops, grocery stores and parks. Given that

rnost participants had to rely on public transportation, íl is not
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surprising that the proximity of services and amenítíes was an

important factor that contributed to their satisfaction with

their neighbourhoods. These findings are similar to those

reported by other researchers. For instance, KÌÕdawsky and

Spector (1985), Leavitt (1984), and Spector and Klodawsky (1993)

reported that avaifability and accessibility of services to be a

paramount issue for sinqle parents. Other researchers who refied

on subjective perceptions as indicators of quality of life, found

that the avaifabiÌity of services was a strong contributing

factor to overafl neighbourhood satisfaction (c.f . Cook, 1988;

Fried, L982; Lee, 1981; Lee & Guest, 1983; Mj-chelson, 1980).

Neighbours as supports. It quickly became evident that

having supportive neighbours contributed to participants'

satisfaction with their neiqhbourhoods. In fact/ most

participants identlfied their neighbours as sources of support.

Neighbours typically provided two kinds of support - general

support and support with the children. Genera] support means

offering emotional or physical assistance as needed. For

instance, one participant indicated that she asked her neighbours

for help alf the time. According to her, "That was why I wanted

to move here. I knew people here. " Another simply sald, "I got to

know my neighbours because I rnight need help one day." These

examples ilfustrate that these participants used their neiqhbours

as general supports, to offer backup when it was needed.
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The other kind of support focussed on the children.

SpecificaÌly, nelghbours seemed to contribute to participants

l-evef s of sat.isfaction because they were a sÕurce of childcare.

According to one mother, t'I have a sitter in pÌace in case I need

her. She is a Christian lady who is a single mom in the next

building. She takes him and he has a plalnnate. If she can't take

hirn, my mom does (who afso .Iives in the buildinq) ." Several other

participants referred to their neighbours helping them out by

caring for therr children. Spector and Klodawsky (1993) found

similar evidence that neighbours were an important source of

support for single parents. Furthermore, having supportíve

neighbours also adds to single parents overall sense of

neighbourhood and coÍmunity, which has been found to contríbute

to neiqhbourhood satisfaction (c.f . Cook, 1988; Fried, 1982¡ Lee,

1981; Lee & cuest, 1983; Michefson, 1980) .

Safety lras an important .issue for many

participants when they were considering their satisfaction with

their neiqhbourhoods. Participants generally fell into three

categories - those who felt safe, those who felt "sort of" safe,

and those who felt unsafe. The majority of participants reported

feelinq safe in their neighbourhoods. For example, one

particÍpant tafked about feefing safe because everyone looked out

for each other. other participants said they felt safe even with

gangs in the area. As one said, "if I don't bother them, then
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they won't bother me." Several partlcipants subscribed to this

logic. Taking this approach alÌowed these participants to

perceive their neighbourhoods as safe.

There were other thíngs that contributed to participants

feellng safe. one thing was havíng supportive neighbours" In the

words of one participant, "...it's a good neighbourhood" It's

quiet. I fook in the paper at aff the shootingr and crime. Itrs

scary. This is a good neighbourhood because everyone looks out

for each other. I feel safe." Big dogs were another thing that

helped make participants feel safe. For instance, when one

parlicipant was asked about safety, she said, "I'm surrounded by

big dogs at my pÌace and they bark when someone walks by. I find

it pretty safe." Although Spector and Klodawsky (1993) ând

Wiesenthal et aI . (1991) repÕrted that singÌe parents often feel

unsafe, this was not the case for some participants in this

s tudy .

The second cateqory of particípants were those who indicated

they "sort of" felt safe. There were two participants who fell

under this category. For example, one participant saíd, "I feel

safe in a way, yah" as if she was unsure of herself. She went on

to say, "it's not the nicest neighbourhood, but you won't get

raped or mugged...Usualfy it's (the neigihbourhood) pretty nice. I

picked it". The other participants said, "Yes in one way I do

(feel safe), but the other way I don't feef safe. You just don't
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walk alone at night. I chose this place because of the village".

The third category of participants were those who felt

unsafe. Very few participants feII into this category. one said,

"No, (I donrt feel safe) not at night. I donrt know what I'd do

if I didn't have cab fare at nine or ten at night I woufdn't feel

too safe. In the daytime, some little girls were playing outside

and a man was driving around and trying to píck them up...The

neighbourhood is kind of rough, especially around cheque time."

Ariother one said, "No, it's (not safe) ...kids are exposed to so

many things, drugs, condoms, needles, junkyards' etc...I keep

them inside, which isn't healthy for them' " Both of these

examples show that safety .is an issue for some partlcipants.

Àlthough the earfier finding differed from previous research,

this finding is similar to that of Wiesenthal et al'. (1991) who

found that single parents often feef at risk for crime and are

concerned that drug dea.Iers, sníffers or gangs will approach

their children.

A few partícipants referred to things that could make their

neighbourhoods safer. These suggestlons included: more patrols

walking in the neighbourhood because "it helps keep the trouble

under controf", the mayor t'red zoning" an area where prostitutes

hanq out, more youth oriented clubs, getting the police more

actively involved, and having the community "set up something to

do about the johns etc."
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As Cook (1988), Fried (1982), Hertíng and Guest (1985) and

others have argued, perceptions of being safe, proximity to

services and amenities, and supportive neighbours a1l contributed

to neighbourhood satisfaction in this study.

c^r¡¡i ¡a Tccrrê<

Many service .issues were generated durinq the interviews

with the partic.ipants. Six main íssues energed. These include the

following: type of services, awareness of services, use of

services, barriers to services, how to make information on

services avai.Iable, and services that are perceived as necessary-

Each of these issues is discussed in the next sections.

Tvnes of services. Most participants used a variety of

services to he]p them manage their Lives. For instance'

participants mentioned family, fr.iends, neighbours, co-workers,

and church groups. These can be classified as informal services

because there is no formaf service being provided. In other

words, the support occurs usuaÌÌy because there is a bond between

the informal- service provider and the single parent. There are no

policies and procedures to foflow, just feelings. Other services

such as Andrew Street FamiÌy Centre, Native Womenrs Transition

Centre, Mount CarmeÌ Clinic, North End Womenrs Centre, Family

Centre of Winnipeg, Augustine Resource Centre, ChlId and FaniIy

Services, ViIla Rosa, which were mentioned by participants, can

be classified as formal services because they have a mission,
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progirams, paid staff, and policies and procedures to follow'

Participants can be cfassified into four groups based on

their use of formal and informaf services. The first group

consisted of participants who were large.Iy s el f-sufficíent, thus'

they had little reliance on formal- or informal services. Almost

half of the participants fell into this group. There seemed to be

three reasons tha! these women refied mostly on themselves:

1) some perceived that no services were available, 2) some knew

of services, yet chose not to use them, and 3) others felt they

did not need heÌp.

The second group was comprised of participants who relied

primarily on informal services. Just over a quarter of the

participants fit into this qroup. of these participants, most

feft they knew afl they needed to know and preferred to reLy on

family and friends. One member of this group was a very young

mother who refied heavily on her family to help raise her child.

The thÍrd group ínc.Iuded participants who refied heavily on

both formal and informal- services. Afmost a quarter of the

participants fit into this giroup. These women seemed to need rnore

help than others did. Eor examp.Ie, some felt lhat they needed to

be connected with various services and supports to be successfuf

sinqle mothers. These participants felt that using various

services would help fifl some of the gaps that result from being

a one-pa.rent family. For example, one mother felt that, "Boys get
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certain traits from their dad and girls need certain traits from

their moms", so she is considering making an application for a

Blg Brother for her son or linking hin up with an ofder male

cous in .

The fourth group consisted of particípants who reÌied almost

entirely on forma.L services. Onfy one partlcrpant fit into this

qroup. Having been involved in an abusive re.Iat.ionship, she did

not have access to family support or friends. She indicated that

her only option was service agencies.

In sur¡mary, participants tended to rely more on informaf

support services than formal ones. There are severa.L reasons why

this may be the case. Some participants felt their only optron

for support was informal services, because they were unaware of

formaÌ ones. .Arìother reason for relying more on informal services

may relate to the sense of accompÌishment that many single

parents reported feel-ing when they raised their chj-ldren afone.

In the words of one mother/ "f know I did it all by myself. If I

can do this, I can do anything. " Other mothers seemed to

subscribe to s.im.i.Iar reasoning. For these women/ relying on

formal services may täke some of the credrt away from them.

Most part.icipants were aware of at

least a few formaf services. For instance, most particlpants

coul-d name two or three servíce agencies or programs. Those who

were most aware gained this knowledqe in several ways. Some
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mothers knew what services were avai.Lab1e because they had

worked, or knew someone who had worked for a service agency. For

instance, one participant who was employed in a service agency

said if she needed help she would get it from her colleagues at

work. Similarfy, another participant felt she had sufficient

knowledge because she "took alf that" when she worked for a

service agency. .Another way that participants increased their

awareness of services was through their contact with social

workers. For example, when asked how she knew about programs for

singrle parents, one mother replied, "I found out through my

sociaf worker. There's a lot of help for singJ-e parents. " Other

participants came from fami.I.ies where their mother or father had

careers or were financially advantaged. Grovring up Ín an

advantaged home may have resu.Ited in these single mothers

developíng skills that enabled the¡n to find the services they

needed. The last way that participants mentioned gaining

knowledge about services was througih phone lists, booklets, or

"tons of fìyers" that they had accumulated.

lrlhen asked specifically, only three participants indícated

they were not aware of support services. However, lhey described

various services that they LÌsed. For severaf reasons, when

compared with other participants, these mothers seemed tÒ fack

confidence in their abifities and had limited skilfs to find out

what was available. For instance, these mothers elther grew up in
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families who were poor, were very young and inexperienced, or

came from another country.

Use of services. Among those participants who were aware of

various services, there were differences in their usage. Based on

these differences/ participants were classified into three

groups. At one extreme, there was a group of participants who

used many proqrams and services. In the words of one participant,

"we (singJ-e mothers) need motivation, routine, skifls, seff

esteem/ exercise and workshops. Vlorkshops really heÌp. I probably

wou.Ld have given up on myself if I dídn't have these things."

Another mother spoke of her intense involvement at Osborne House/

Andrew Street Eamify Centre and Women's CircLe. She said, "I/m

like a kid in a candy store. I took on too much. Here (Ärrdrew

Street Family Centre) I'm in the painting program, cooking club,

bingo caller.. .Women's Circfe is giood money-wise because they

have a lot of activities but you don't have to pay, just

vofunteer time." Another mother made similar references. These

mothers seemed to have one thing j-n common. They aÌÌ had, at one

time or another, reached a point of desperation. For example, one

mother was sô desperate to get out of an abusive relationship

that she attenpted suicide. Another desperately wanted to change

her ways. This participant was an alcoholíc who had abused her

first set of chi.Idren and wanted to prevent these things from

happeninq with her second set of children, so she enrol.led in
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various programs. Yet another mother came from a family where

poverty had gone on for generations. She was desperate to break

the cycle and would do anythrng to help herseff. She said, "you

need to talk to a support worker, counsellor, anyone to help

you." Many of these women fe.Lt that, wíthout access to such

services, they may not have made it. In other worCs, they reached

out for help from various services because they were desperate to

change their situations.

At the other extreme, there was a group of participants who

were aware of services, but chose not to use them. In general,

these mothers feft they did not need them. For example, when

asked if she used any programs for single parents, one mother

replied, "No...I feel I took aff that in homemaking in Child and

Family Services for fíve years. I worked with single moms and

dads." Another said, "No, I've never taken any course for single

parents. When she (her daughter) was younger, I felt I didn't

need them,..I heard about some programs and thought, \I'II never

need that kind of prograrn' . " These examples il-lustrated that,

while the reasons these women felt that they did not need outside

help díffered, the underlying theme was "I don't need them. "

Between the two extremes was a third group. These mothers

knew of many services and may have used them occasionally/ but

they were larqeÌy seÌ f- suf ficient . For instance, one mother said,

"I'm very stubborn. I fike to do it on my Õwn. I'm very confident
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that I can do very welÌ." Ä:rother mother said, "I like to figure

things out for myself. I need a littfe bit of outside help, but I

have a good head on my shoulders. I learn better through

experience. " Most of these particlpants or a cfose relative had

worked in social services agencies at one time, so they were very

aware of thelr options. Also, having worked in such facilities

may have nade seekíng help an acceptable optíon. The marn

difference between this group and the first group was that they

were able to weígh their options and make rational decisions.

Conversely" the first group was so desperate to rectify their

situations, that they utilized many services to attain this goaÌ.

The rational element may have been missing due to their fevef of

urgency.

Through the interviews with

participants it soon became apparent that there were many

barríers blocking their access to services. The three main

barriers were childcare. transportation, and fear. Several

participants referred to childcare as a major barrier tô

services. There were primarily two reasons for this barrier.

First, childcare is expensive. Eor instance, one mother talked

about not being able tô \get away' because "I don't have the

money to pay a babysitter. " Simifarly, another mother commented

on how difficuft it was to get babysitters because she did not

have enough money to pay then. Second, finding a suitable person
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lo provide childcare is often problematic. For example, one

mother mentioned having to cancel dentist appointments because

she could not find anyone to watch her children. S.ince it was

often hard for participants to both find adequate childcare

providers and then pay them, accessing servÍces for themsefves

became difficult. Alirentzen (199f), Klodawsky and Spector (1985,

1988) and Spector and Klodawsky (1993) found similar evidence in

their research. In general, these researchers reported that

finding adequate and affordable childcare is often a problem for

single parents, making it difficult for such fa¡nilies to utÍIize

SETViCES.

Lack of transportation was another barrier to services for

many participants. Participants often mentioned how difficult it

was to qet invoÌved in various services because they did not

drive. As one mother said, "I tried to get him (her son) into

soccer. Because I don't drive. it's hard to get to Lhe field. It

was too hectic with a young one. I tried bike riding to the

fields. It st-ill bothers me that he can't be in a sport because I

can't get him to practice." Other síngle mothers talked about

services being too far away. For example, one mother said when

she inquired about various services, one serv.ice provider asked

her if she had a car. According to her, "things are usually too

far away (to get to without a car) ." Other participants indj,cated

relying on public transportation which was both costÌy and time
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consuming. For instance, one mother said she could afford to take

the bus to her destinat.ion but, "I coufdn'l afford to take the

bus back. I used to wafk back from places. " Others mentioned

various transportation issues such as, "transportation is an

issue" or "shopping-wise, (better) transportation would be a

bonus . . . it was terrible in the winter time because it \.^ra s a 2 0

minute walk to the store." As discussed earlier, many other

researchers suggested that transportation was one of the greatest

barriers facingi single mothers (c.f. Ahrentzen, 199L; Klodawsky &

Spector, 1985; 1988; Spectôr a Klodawsky, 1993).

A fear of Child and Fanily Services (CFS) seemed to be

another barrier to services. Severa.I mothers indicated they did

not ask for help because they were afraid of repercussions from

CFS. Their greatest fear seemed to be that CFS would remove their

children from them. According Lo ône partlcipant, "I get scared

that if I ask for help, CFS wiÌl step in. The fear of CFS is a

big thinq. Because you're single, you're scared they are going to

take your kids away. " When asked how they thought people should

get information about services, one participant replied, "Tell
people. Let parents know you're not going to report then to the

government." In other words, for peop-Ie to actually use services,

they need to be reassured lhat CFS is not go.ing to be informed.

These examples suggest that fear of losing their children may be

a barrier to asking for assistance¡ an issue that was not
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discussed in prior research.

How to make information on services avaifal¡fe. How to make

information on services available to single parents was an íssue

of interest to many particlpants. This was indicated by the fact

that most of them readily offered suggestions. Almost alf the

sugTgestions focussed on print media, such as bulletins, flyers,

posters and newspapers. Eor example, when asked how she feÌt

informat j-on could get out to people, one mother replied,

"bulÌetin boards, posters,. unemployment centres, because I don't

know where to go. Vìihen I see pÕsters, I'11 get the number and

caII." A.nother mother saíd, "a newsletter to Iet you know about

programs. " These were typrcal responses. The only other

suggestion was simply to "tell people", which suggests that

various peopfe, such as service provlders and peers disseminate

this information through word of mouth. The willingness to

provide suggestions on how to circulate information on available

services inplies that this was an important issue for many

participants.

Necessarv serv.ices. Throughout the interviews, it became

evident that there were several services that particípants

thought woufd be useful, yet to their knowfedge were not

availabfe. Based on the information provided by participants,

there appeared to be gaps in the folfowing service areas: child-

related services, physical support services, group supporl
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services, and transportation services.

Under chil-d-related services, the following services were

mentioned as necessary: organized activities for children and

youths, more childcare proqrams, parenting programs, and a

program that enforced chifd support pal¡ments. These suggestions

impJ-y that singfe mothers have a strong need for more services

geared to enhancing and protecting the lives of their children.

As indicated ear.Iier, several participants indicated that

managing aff their parental responsibilities is a very physically

and emotionally taxing job. Therefore, it is no surprise that

several participants had suggestions for ways to decrease both

their physicaf and emotíonal demands. In terms of .Lessening the

physical demands, several suggestions were put forth. These

suggestions focussed on the need for outside help to share some

of the work.Ioad. Specific suggestions incfuded: a homemaker,

homecare workers, and a 'buddy' for teenage children. With

regards to emotional demands, the most conmon service that these

women felt they needed was a support group. In one mother's words

"(I woLrld Ìike) support groups for single parents. There's a lot

of singJ.e parents. We're aI1 feellng the same way - tired...It's

hard. My married friends can't understand. " Sinilarly, other

mothers lalked about needing more places and qatherings where

single parents coufd tal-k and share experiences. They feft this

would hefp them to realize that they were not alone. Another
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re.Lated suggestion was the need for mentors - someone to provide

a.Lternatives that the mothers themselves had not thought about.

Specifically/ one mother talked about how helpful it would be to

listen to the stories of others and try some of the things that

others had done to cope. Decreasing both the physical and

enotional demands on singÌe mothers may help to make their lives

more manageable.

As mentioned by several participants, transportation is a

barrler for many single parents. Therefore/ it fogically follows

that having accessible and affordable transportation options

would benefit single-parent families. In fact, one participant

mentioned that a special type of transportation for single

parents may be helpful . In her words, "fike a Sunday school bus.

It would make it easier to get around. Even if we had to pay

something/ Iike a handi-transit. " She thought that havinq a

lransportation system specifically to take single parents to and

from their appointments and cofiunitments would greatly alleviate

the stress currently associated with travel. One theme seemed to

be underlying most of these suggestions. and that was how

physicalÌy and emotionally difficult ít is to manage alone.

Financial Resources

The third topic that was examined was the perceptions that

participants hefd about their financial resources. Four main

areas were explored: sources of income, feelings associated with
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social ass.istance/ managíng on fimited incomes, emplo]¡ment

history and plans for the future. Each of these are discussed in

the subsequent sections.

Sources of fncome

Reqardless of their source of income, afl participants

perceived themselves as havìng limited financiaf resôurces. Three

different sources of income were mentioned: social assistance,

band funding, and employment income. Sôme of the participants

reported recelving their income from a combination of these

sollrces. However, most depended on sociaf assistance as their

main sou¡ce of income. Reference was made to band funding23 by

three of these participants. Eor instance, one participant wanted

her band to pay for educational upgrading so she coufd increase

her skill level. Another, who spent her time designing clothing,

wanted the funding so she could attain the professional skilfs

she needed to market her designs, In her words, she wanted band

funding to "get my designs out." Having their wages topped-up by

social assistance was mentioned by two olher participants.

Topping up wages provides f inancia.I incentive for people to 9ro to

work instead of J-iving solely on the money that sociaf assistance

provides. It increases their íncome from what they would have

?3According to Indian and
communications/ Ju.Ly I'l I 1997 )

bands have set aside so funds
members choose to qo to school
pro qram .

Northern Affalrs Canada (personal
band funding is money that native

are availabfe if their treaty
or participate in a training
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received had they remained unemp.Ioyed (Nationaf Council of

We.Ifa¡e, 1993b) . Only one participant was supported solely by

employment income.

Feefinos Associated with Sociaf Assistance

An important insight from this study was understandíng how

low-income, singrle mothers felt about social assistance. Half of

the participants described having negative feelings about

receiving socia.I assistance. They used very negative words to

express these feel-ings; words such as. "gui1ty", "degraded",

"uncomfortabÌe ", "deprtved", "awful" and "bitter". According to

one participant, she was "sick of it". Severa.I spoke about their

embarrassment as recip.ients of social assistance. Some

participants described how proud they felt when they could pay

part of their rent out of their earnings .instead of using money

from sociaf assistance. fn one mother's words, "I had to pay the

rent and my ohrn }:if ls. This made me feel real good. ReaI proud. I

sard to the landlord, 'that's my hard work.rng money' when I paid

lhe rent . "

Particípants used a variety of strateqies to manage on their

fi¡nited incomes. For instance, most participants relied on food

banks, bought no-name products, and fooked for sales. They a.Imost

always shopped at second hand stores, or l-ess costly stores such

as Ze.I.Iers, I{mart, BiWay or Walmart. One participant's words
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typify most of the participants conunents. AccÕrding to her, t'(I

get clothes at) dj-fferent places. Most of the time second hand

stuff, Ìike Value Village, Gospel Union, Salvation Army, Bargain

stores. Anywhere I can get a dea.L. Sometimes ZeIIers." Very few

talked about shopping at trendy stores as this requires more

money than social assistance provides.

Severa.L partícípants mentioned budgeting as a strateqy. For

example, one mother said, "I've been on my own since I was 17

years old and been a very carefu.I budgeter. I always work on a

goaÌ. Every year I work toward a big purchase. " Another said, "I

try to budget . .. Sometimes I see things I really want and put

money down. It's hard." A third participant thought her income

was sufficient to live on. In her words, she had, "enough for the

necessities, but no extras...It is enough if a person budqets

properly. " These partlcipants acknowledqed that it was not easy

to five on a limited íncome, but that it was possible 1f you

budgeted.

A colTùûon practice amongr participants was bartering. For

instance, one mother talked about how she repays her five frj-ends

for babysÍttinq her child. Specifically she said, "I cook them

dinner for helping out." Others talked about caring for their

friends' children or payÍng thelr friends a smalf amount of money

in return for beinq driven to the grocery store. In this way,

sinqle mothers cope with their limited incomes by trading goods
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and services for something that they need, yet cannot afford.

Accordíng to the participants this seemed to be a practice that

worked out we.Il for a1l those involved.

A few mothers talked about doing odd jobs to earn some extra

money. For instance/ one mother talked about wanting to enrol her

chil,dren in a sport. When asked how she could afford that, she

replied, "I do crafts. That brinqs ín extra money. That's how f

can live on welfare." Another mother, who volunteered in the

sewing room at a sociaf service aqency, said she managed on

social ass.istance by making "two blankets for the centre and one

for myself." She kept the money from the saÌe of the one blanket

for herseÌf. Doing odd jobs for pay was one r./ay that these

participants cou.Ld five on their fimited incomes. For these

participants, doing odd jobs was not seen as work, but a means of

survival .

SeveraÌ partícipants spoke of sacrj-ficlng' one ltem to qet

another. For example, one mother mentioned not eatlng fru.its and

vegetables so her daughter could have something that she needed,

such as clothes for the winter. Ä¡other tafked about foregoing

Pepsi, which she drank often, so she could buy shoes and

clothing. Similarly, another said she sacrificed bottfed milk for

powdered mifk when money was really linited. .Although for many of

these participants it was sometj-mes very difficuft to sacrlfrce

various items and it often took careful planning, this was one
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more way that allowed them to manage on the.ir li¡nlted budgets.

Ariother strategy was to use free services provided through

social service agencies. For instance, one mother who re.Lied very

heavily on formaf service agencies said, "Thank God for pÌaces

like this (Andrew Street Family Centre) . I couldn't make it

otherw.ise. I tried to be on my oh¡n/ but I couldn't do it." Using

free services was often a way that participants enhanced the

quality of their lives without havíng to spend any money.

Most partlcipants had been employed at some point in their

I j-ves. These women tended to work for low wages .in traditionally

fema.l-e fields. such as the food and beverage industry, service

sector/ domestic jobs, or retai.L positions. However, two very

young participants had never held jobs for longer than a couple

of days. One worked at a bingo hall on Saturdays, while the other

worked as a secretary for two days and packed plckles for one

day. Three mothers did not indicate havíng a history of

employment. Onl-y three mothers were currentfy employed - two of

them were work.ing fuf l- time as secretaries for social services

agencies, and lhe other was a casual shlft worker 1n the

maintenance department of a hospital.

There were primarily two reasons why most of these mothers

were not currently employed. Havingi limited skilfs and education

was the most commonly stated reason. For example, according to
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one mother/ "I need more traininq, A $5 an hour job won't help.

It's not worth it, If I worked for thís I would just make enoug'h

for groceries and rent." A¡other mother talked aboul how hard it

was to find a job when you have a lower .Levef of educat.ron. These

mothers cfearly recognized the role that skills and education

played in their likelíhood of securing employment.

Many participants were trying to address these shortcomings

through additional education or training. Generally, three

dlfferent means were discussed - completinq high school,

attending unÍversity, or taking some training in a trade. Several

partlclpants planned to complete grade 12, which required that

they take upgrading. In the words of one mother who was currently

in grade 10, 'I had to do something with myself to get off

welfare. That's why I went back to school. " Ãnother mother/ who

also recognlzed her educationaf limitations, saÍd/ "I wanted a

better job, so I went to Adult Education. They put me back to

qrade 8, then 9 and 10. When I'm finished that I will g'o for a

career so I can be more financially stab.Ie. "

Änother way that partícipants planned to increase their

skil-l levefs was by attending universíty. For instance, one

participant, who was currentfy working on compÌeting grade 12,

said, "Irm qoing tô graduate this year. Them I'm going to go to

uníversity into social work. Ever since I was 17 years old I

wanted to do this...It's somethinq I want to do so I'm going to
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do it." Her commítment to attaining this goal was evident.

Another mother, lvho vras in grade 11, also talked abôrit her dreams

of getting a university degree. She mentioned that she had always

wanted to get a degree, but now that she was a sinqle mom it

would take more tlme to attain this goal .

The other way that participants thought that they could

increase their skills was through training for a trade. Several

had such p.l-ans. For example, one mother said, "I want to go back

to schoo.I and get into computers, that's the way to go (in

today's society) ...I need more training. " Another one mentlôned

going to a community coÌlege to become a medical secretary. while

others talked about taking bookkeeping courses and desigining

courses. Regardless of whether they had pfans to complete grade

i-2, obtain university degrees or a trade certificate, aÌÌ of

these participants understood the reality of limited education

and sk1Ìls in terms of future employment. This finding has been

we.Il documented by other researchers including Klodawsky and

Spector (1985; 19BB), National Council of lrlef fare (1994b), and

Spector and Klodawsky (f993) .

The other reason many particípants stated for not being

employed was that their chifdren needed them. These participants

chose to stay at home. In one mother's words, "right now they

really need me. One parent left. They need me. If I just stay

with lhem a couple of hours a day thatrs not good. I worked seven
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days when (ny eldest son) was small. Itrs too hard on the kíds."

Änother mother, who used to be employed by an insurance company,

taÌked about her ex-husband's drinking problem and the fact that

he worked nights. She thought that these facts alone created an

unstable environment for her children. In the end/ she quit her

job to offer some stabifity to her chifdren. In this way, it is

evident that the well-being of the chifdren played a major ro.Ie

in some particÍpants employment patterns.

ôrr¡I ilr¡ nf T,'ì fo chalfar I'nrzirnnmonlc ¡nd Ein:n¡^'i:I Þacnrrrcae.

Possible ExpÌanatíons for the Different Findings

As i.Llustrated in the previous sections, many dì-fferences

arose between the findings of the present study and previous

studies in the areas of quallty of life, shelter environments.

and financiaf resources. There were primarily two ways in which

the present findings differed from those reported Ín previous

research. First, this study presents some f inding's that have not

yet been ídentified; and, second, it provides other findings that

directly contradict those reported by other researchers. Possíble

explanations for both of these differences are provided in the

following sections.

New FÍndinos

To reiterate, several findings from the present study bring

new ínsight to the research on low-income singfe mothers because

they have not been identified by other researchers. One possible
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explanation for these findings was the method of data collection.

This study used in-depth interviews/ consisting of open-ended

guestions/ to explore the perceptions participants held about

their shefter environments. Thus/ participants had the freedom to

tefl their stories as they saw them. These issues may not have

been accessed had we used a different method, such as a

structured interview or a closed-ended survey. As stated earlier,

most of the previous work in this area used quantitative methods

or re.Iied heavily on secondary data, producing a dlfferent type

of understandíng (c.f. Klodawsky et af., 1983; Klodawsky &

Spector, 1985; 1988; Sparling, 1992; Spector & K.Iodawsky, 1993;

Stewart/ 1991; Wlesenthal et al., 1991).

Different Findinos

As stated, many findinqs of the present study do not

coincide with those reported by other researchers, There are five

possible explanations for these differences that were poÍnted out

in the previous sections. One possible exp-Lanation may be that

the present study focussed solely on low*income participants;

consequently, all- were living under refatively the same

circumstances. In contrast, other researchers tended to rely on

census data and other Iarge data sets which incfuded information

on all single parents regardless of socioeconomic status (c.f .

Klodawsky et af., 1983, Klodawsky & Spector, 1985; 1988; Spector

e Klodawskyt 1993\. Census data or other large data sets would
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result ín a wider range of responses, and average or middle

scores are usually what is reported ín the findings.

A second plausible explanation may be that the current study

focussed on .Low*incôme sing.Ie parents whô flved primarily in

inner-city neighbourhoods. Again, this is a very specialized

population. Previous research studies tended to include single

parents from Ìarger qeoqraphic areas whích included both urban

and suburban neighbourhoods. The issues facing slngJ-e parents in

other areas may be dífferent than the issues facing those living

in inner-city neighbourhoods partially because they represent a

dif ferent popu.Iation.

A third feasible exp.Ianation rnay be that the majorlty of

participants in the present study had a long history of poverty

and may have become used to the quality of their lives which

included their levef of living, shelter environments, and

fínancial resolrrces. Conversely, some of the previous studies

conducted with single parents incfuded a high proportion of

participants who once were part of a higher income group (c.f.

Ä¡iderson-Khl e i f, 1980; Stewart, 1991). The people who enjoyed the

materÍal benefíts available to higher incomes families wouÌd

experience a seríous drop in their level of living as a resul-t of

becomingi s.inqle parents. Thus, they would tend to view their

cj-rcumstances much more negatively, because they woul-d be judging

it frorn a different point of reference.
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A fourth potential expJ-anation for the differences in the

fíndings may be that the current study reÌied on parllcipants'

perceptions of their situations, which is a subjective indicator.

By using thís indicator, such things as their quality of life,

shelter environmentsf and financial resources may appear to be

quite adequate. However, if these factors were evaluated usíng

some other more ôbjective standard, such as the Core Need Model

(see Appendix B) or Statistics Canada's Low Income Cut-Offs (see

Appendix A) , then their situataons may have been classifiêd as

inadequate.

A fifth possible explanat.ion for some of the difference in

findings ís the process by which participants were recruited for

this study. Specifically/ many were found througrh various servíce

agenc.ies, thus, they must have been in contact with some service

providers to have known about the study. This process may account

for their awareness of services. Thus, we must be careful not to

assume that alI single mothers are as connected as these ones,

since they represent a speciafized population.

Rather than any one of the above explanations accounting for

alf the differences, it is more likeJ-y that a coîìbination of

factors has influenced the differences between the findings of

the present study and those from previous ones. In some

instances, one explanation applies more strongfy, whereas in

others it pfays a minor rofe. What is most important to
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Llnderstand is the significant impact that focussing on the

perceptions of a small specialized population has on findingis.

This poínt has been illustrated over and over agaln throughout

this study. In general, much more detaifed information is

gathered which, as shown, uncovers many things thal would

otherwise go undiscovered.

Emerging Typology of Single Mothers

As iflustrated, there are many differences among female,

s.íngle-parent families. Other researchers/ such as Klodawsky and

col.Leagues also fabel.Ied this group as being heterogeneous, but

this was stípulated within very rigid categories:4. The present

study found that heterogeneity is even greater than that

indicated by Klodawsky et. aÌ. In fact many dífferences were

found wÍthin these groups, consequently, there is not much

benefÍt in soJ-ely classifying singl,e-parents according to

Klodawsky et af's categories because much valuable insight may be

.Iost. fn response to these shortcornings, an emerging model calÌed

the Circumstantial Perceptual Ðr¡>ology (CPT) was developed and ls

in the early stages of conceptua.L development.

In the CPT, two polar views were hel-d by particlpants,

either they ãccepted their circumstances or they did not accept

their circumstances and sought to change them. Those who were

satisfied with theír circumstances and were willing to live with

2a widowed, s eparated/divorced, and never-married.
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their present situations were categorized as Àccepters. On the

other hand, those participants who were not satlsfled with their

circumstances and sought to nodify them were categorized as

Changers. Changers can be further classified into three types:

In(Jependent Planners, Confídent MoveÊs, and the Ðistant Hopers.

ÀcceÞters

Those participants who were classified as .Accepters were

primarr.ly in their mid-to-late thirties. Thelr ethnic backgrounds

varied" Most had been poor for a very long time, either growing

up in poverty or living in poverty throughout their adult lives.

ConsequentÌy, they had Iimited experiences with which to compare

their present circumstances. The common link among them was

acceptance of their situations, viewing them as "just the way

things are", thus having few concrete plans for change.

overall, Aêcepters were quite realistic about their

employment and financiaÌ situations, recognizing the fimitei

opportunities for employment given their limited skilIs and

education levels. Thev also recognized that their financial

situations were not líkeIy to improve while on social assistance.

Regarding their fives. Àccepters generaÌly felt there were

some areas over whích they had littfe control. For instance, some

believed they has nô controf over their housing; others thought

they had littIe control over their employability; yet others

perceived they had fimited controf over the places they went

Õ0
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because they had to rely Õn others for transportation.

Almost afÌ Àccepters were satisfied with their

neighbourhoods for prinarily two factors; one a sense of

connectedness with the neighbourhood; and, two a sense of safety

because of fess crime than other neighbourhoods. This shows how

Accepters rationalized their satisfaction with their

neighbourhood, a behaviour that is consistent with that found by

Lee and Guest (1983) who sugqest that neÍghbourhood satisfaction

may include some type of justlfication or rationafization by the

participant.

Generally Àccepters did not use many services, neither

formal or ínformal. They cited two reasons for not using many

formal services; lack of awareness and lack of need. Furthermore,

they relied minimally on informaf services, such as family,

friends, neighbours, co-workers, or church groups/ tendíng to

rely only on one or two people for assistance and support. If

these Àccepters felt there was little they coufd to do change

their c.ircumstances, then it is expected that they would not rely

heavily on serv.ices to affect change.

Chanoers

Changers are those participants who were working towards

rnodifying their present circumstances. However, Changers varied

in the type and number of steps they were willing to take to

improve their situations, therefore they also varied in the

89
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likelj-hood of success. Changers were divided into three types:

f'ndependent PJ'anneÊs I Confídent MoveÊs, and Distant Hopers. Each

with íts o\.^,n subset of characteristics.

The group classifíed as I,nd,epend'ent Plar:r:eÊs was comprlsed

of young (under 23 years), aboriginal, single mothers with

children three years of age or younger. All of these mothers were

enrolled in high schoof. None were emp.Ioyed and all depended on

sôclal assistance.

ComÍng from families who were financially secure was a

common link among I,¡ldepenc:e.nX PTanners - Becoming single mothers

substantially changed their financiaf status. In the words of one

mother, "I'm used to having expensive clothes, money, going out

and spending aÌÌ the time. (When I fived at home with my farnily)

I had a phone/ TV, everything, a stereo/ answering machine. And

my bedroom, it was huge. Now I don't have that money. It's been a

big change. "

Afl- .Inde¡rendent PJ,anners had experience with chifdrearing.

Because they had taken care of younger brothers and sisters,
parenting was not perceived as a new phenomenon. These

experiences seemed to have increased these mothersf level of

confidence in their ability to parent. For example, one mother

said, "When I was a chlld, I used to watch my sister a lot so for

me it (parenting) comes naturalÌy. It's easy. I'm used to it."
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General.Iy, Inciepencient PTanners were very driven to improve

their current situations, had cÌear.Iy defined goals for their

futures, and planned to eventllally become financialÌy

s el f-suffici ent . Because of their clearLy deflned goafs, they had

a strong chance of succeeding.

In several areas of their .Lives, Independent PJ,anners

demonstrated a grounding in reality. For instance, one

Índependent PTanneî intending to go to universíty later found out

she was pregnant. She was very realístic about the effect a baby

would have on her Ì.ife rea.Iizinq that it would take her longer

than first planned to attain her goals.

Independent Planners perceived themselves as having choices,

reporting knowledge of many more services than they actually

used, selecting only those resources they feft they needed. In

lerms of their futures/ aII IndependenX Planners perceived they

had choices regarding educationaf opportunities and career

f ief ds .

informal services. Preferrinq to be sel-f-sufficient. their

overa-Il use of such services was minimal . The group's main source

of support came ínformal-ly from friends, who helped in

babysitting, provided companionship and support, transportation,

and maintenance .

Independent Plar?Jfers were generally satisfied with their
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housrng indicatíng it net their needs and was ín fairly good

repair. They also índicated their neighbourhoods were "fairly
nice." Two main factors seemed to contribute to thls feeling -

proximity of conveniences and level of safety.

Znde¡sendent PJ'anr:ers considered it rather difficult to

manage on their linited incomes. However/ they differed in their

perceptions of what they felt was essential - some mothers

considered as necessities certain items they were used to having,

whereas other mothers considered the same items as fuxuries. For

example, afthouqh one Indepen dent P Tanner thought "the financial

end" of being a single mother was dífficult, she could stretch

her money far "enough for the necessities, but no extras." In

contrast/ another fndependent PJ'arlneÍ thought it was very hard to

manage, especially, "if you want to buy something/ you have to

sacrifice. I buy Pepsí. I fike having it all the time. I would

sacrÍfice it for food and clothing. "

Overal-I, Independent PTanners were higrhly motivated to

improve their current situations because they grew up in

env.ironmenLs where they were used to having fine things/ getting

what they wanted, and were not used to strugglinq as part of

their real íty.

Contídent Movers

This was a small group consisting of two Àboriginal, mothers

and one Jama.ican mother. They ranged in age fram 2I to 39 years
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old. None were employed. Each member had between one and three

children,

Confídent l"Iovers were similar LÕ Í.nd,epenc.ent P Tanners in

that they also had many plans in place and saw themselves as

financially stabfe in the future. However, their goals were not

as clearly defíned as the Ind'ependent Planners-

In contrast to Independent PJ'anners, Confídent Moveîs

perceived their housíng and surrounding neighbourhood negatively

and were pfanning to move. The reasons for their dissatisfaction

with their housing were spatial constraints, lack of privacy,

prob.Iems with temperature control, and a lack of security. The

main reason for theír dissatisfaction with their neighbourhoods

\,ras a perceived I ack of safety.

Confídent Ì"Iovers knew about formal services, lncluding

Native Women's Transition Centre, .A¡drew Street Fanily Centre/

Taking Charge!, Big Brothers and Big Sisters, and Family Centre

of Winnipeg, yet most used onÌy one or two of these services/ and

this use was quite infrequent.

On the ôther hand, ConfídenX l4oveïs refied very heavily on

informa.I supports, particularly family and friends, for

transportation, babysitting, clothing for the children, emotional

support, or help in decision making. When asked what services

they feft were needed, Confident I'Iovers responded, "Groups for

singl-e parents" because they desired contact with others who
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coufd understand them.

Confídent Movers generally enjoyed being slngle mothers,

thought it enhanced their lives, and increased their career

drives. As one confident Mover said, "Being a single parent has

done a lot for me with wantíng more for myself. I want aÌot for

my life now. She (the child) really makes me happy." Others

talked about feefing more in control. Specifically, each proudly

said, "I make the decisions. " Becoming single mothers seemed to

increase the confidence these women had in their abilities and

theír dr.ive to succeed. However, they felt stereotyped by

society. For example. they referred to the stereotype that alf

single parents are bad parents.

Confídent l"úoveîs felt that their íncomes were adequate, but

that it was "tough sometimes. " .A.s one Confident I'forrer said, "It's

just enough for us to live on. Just enough, there's no

extras...It/s not somethíng you want to live on for the rest of
rr¡¡rr li€^'/jvu! :rru.

Ðístant Hopers

The síze of this group was considerabfy smal-ler than the

sÍze of the Indepen dent P lanners and the ConfidenX Movers, making

it difficult to extrapofate coÍunon demoqiraphic information. The

only common demographíc factor that could be identified was

limited education (grade I or less) .

Although Dístant Hopers had fimited education 1eve1s, they
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had made the decision to continue their schooling. One had

already returned, while the other had registered to start in the

fall. lndicãting that both were trying to .improve their

situations. Since they were at a Grade I fevel, they had a long

way to gio to achieve the same levef as a member of the

Índepenc.ent Planrlers or Confident l4overs.

Both ÐisÉant Hopers had career goals; one wanted to become a

veterinarian, the other a counsel.l-or. Yet neither Dístant Hoper

had any concrete plans for attaining these careers. Beyond the

short term goal of high school, they were very pre sent-ori ented

and Ìacked long term plans. Because they were both far from

compÌeting high school, thínking about long term careers may have

been too overwhelmíng at this point.

Distant ¡fopers were highly dependent on various serv.ices.

One Ðistant ,foper relied heavily on formal services such as

Osborne House, A¡drew Street Family Centre, trüomen's ClrcIe, Child

and Family Services, Winnipeq Harvest, Social Assistance, and

Flora Housei the other Dístant lloper relied on some formal

services, but was prj-marily very dependent on informal service

providers such as her mother, father, aunts (paternaf and

maternal), and the baby's father. This strong rel-iance on others

for support may lndicate that Dístant Hopers may not take full

responsibílity for their lives.

Dístant Hopers perceived their housing to be very qood.
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However, it was one Distant HopeÍts first apartment and she had

not yet moved in, and the other Dístant Hoper had just completely

redecorated the entire house. For these reasons, they may have

romanticized their homes to some deqree.

Distant Hopers were satisfied with their neighbourhoods and

perceived them as safe. Both were cognizant of qangs in theír

neighbourhoods, but felt "if you mind your own business, no one

bothers you"" Dístant Hopers were aÌso very connected to their

neighbourhoods using many of its services.

In sunmaryf Dístant Ílopers desired change, but set their

goals very high without having adequate informat.ion. Even when

taking very small steps towards their goals, they are unlikely of

making any significant advances.

Different risk fevels can be associated with Accepters and

each group of Changers. For example, both Àccepters and Dístant

Hopeîs were at greater risk for perpetuating the cycle of poverty

than fndependent Planners and Confídent Movers. One reason

Accepters may be at risk was their lack of desire for change and

acceptance of their situations, consequently they were not

motivated to take significant steps towards improvement. In

contrast, Ðistant HoFeÊs rnay be at risk because of their self-

perceptÍon of being so deepfy enmeshed in poverty that getting
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out wou.Ld be a dífficult task, requiring more time and motÍvatíon

than they had.

Another example of different risk levels are those

associated with fadependent PTanners, They were probably the most

likely to succeed because they were the most grounded and

motívated. They also came from a stronger starting place than the

other groups.

Service providers nay find this CPT useful in two ways,

direct client service and program development. First/ for cfient

services, the CPT coufd hefp servíce provlders g'et a better

understanding of the range of needs among single mothers. Their

improved understanding would better equip then to identify

services to suit the wide range of needs of single-parent

clients.

Second. the CPT could be used for program development and

evaluation. Program developers could use this typology to devefop

servíces to meet the needs of clients in afl the groups of this

typology. Understandinq the range of needs among single mothers

woul"d help to ensure that few needs go unmet. In this way,

existing programs such as Taking Charge !25 may use it to

25 Takingi Charge ! is a program that is designed to help single
parents on sociaf assistance become seff-sufficient. It links
single parents with various se¡vices in the city that wì-Il help
them gain the skiffs, training, and education needed to secure
adequate employment. Taking Charge! removes some of the barriers
facíng these famíÌies by providing a transportation allowance,
short-term chiÌdcare, and programs that are free of charge.
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evafuate the adequacy of their services to ensure no group is

being underserved.

Discussion and Recommendatíons

A number of recommendations can be generated from this

study. Because many of these recommendations overJ,ap, the

sections are loosely structured around quatity of life, housing

issues and neighbourhood characteristics, service issues. and

financial issues.

ôrr¡l i lr.' nf T.ifo

One issue that was found to affect participants quality of

.I.ife was loneliness. To help decrease .Lonelíness service

providers and community groups could develop more activities,

such as art classes, family-day picnícs, or game days at their

agencies and community centres. These group activities wou.Ld

offer an opportunity for single mothers to interact with other

adults as well as spend time with their children.

A second issue that influenced partícipants' quality of life

was managing nultiple responsibilitles. For instance,

participants mentíoned having difficulty with childcare

arrangements, household duties, multiple roles, and parenting

duties. Underlying each of these difficulties was the stress

associated wlth managing multiple demands. Many single parents

could benefít from having a respite worker or a homemaker come

into their homes once a week to rel-ieve them of some of their
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responsrbilities. Perhaps service providers couÌd enable single

mothers to participate in prôgrams that would give them a break

from their demands which may help to revitalize them, thus making

their Iives more manageable,

Eor several participants, dealíng with society's stereotypes

of single mothers influenced their quality of ]ife. Because of

the harm caused by stereotypes, service providers couÌd play a

role ín dispelling such stereotypes. Two suggestions come to

mind" Fírst, the general publÍc needs to be educated about the

diversì-ty among singÌe parents and the positive aspects to single

parentíng. Second, service providers need to broaden their

awareness of the effects on motivation that stereotyp.ing has on

single mothers. On one hand stereotypes nay lead some single

mothers into a self-fulfilling prophecy, believing that because

all single mothers do not want to work there is no point in

trying. On the other hand, the single mother stereotype may

affect other single mothers positively, motivating them to do

whatever it takes to abolish the stereotlpes. Therefore, service

providers need awareness of the positíve and negative effects of

these stereotypes in order to determine the next appropriate step

for the single molhers.

Althougrh severaÌ problematic issues were found to affect

participants' quality of 11fe, there were afso several positive

issues such as a sense of control, a sense of accomplishment, and
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high levels of motivation. Knowfedge of these positive issues may

be helpful for serv.ice providers who are developing programs

because they could be used as a base on which to bu-ild programs.

The focus would then be on the single mothers' strengths instead

of on their weaknesses,

One pílot project in Winnipeg that focuses on strengths is,

"Senior Mentors for Single Parents"', developed with these three

issues ín mind2?. In response to the first issue. a sense of

contro], Mentors help single parents to discover what

educatÍonal/ career, and serv.ice options are available to them,

but the final decisions are the single parents. Second, to

re.inforce a sense of accomplishment, Mentors acknowledge the good

job slngle parents are doing wlth regards to raising their

children, making educational and career plans, and ba.Iancinq all

of their demands. Mentors are to acknowledge and positively

reinforce the singÌe parents for aÌf the steps, regardless of how

:6 Senior Mentors for Slngle Parents Project is a joint
project between Age & Opportunity and Taking Charge ! The project
matches retired seniors, who have had a long work history, with
single parents who have few supports. Seniors are to provide
support and encouragement to the single parents. The goals of
this project are to increase the self-esteem, assertiveness, and
communication skills of the single parents. Seniors afso share
their knowledge of community resources and provide tips on
leading a balanced lifestyle. Furthermore, they share their job
skills and networking abilities with the singÌe parents, with the
goal being preparing single parents for Ìong term employmenl .

2r Senior Mentors for SingIe Parents Project was developed
by the writer.
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big or sma.Il, they are taking to improve their current

situations. Finally, to increase motivation, Mentors help single

mothers identify options that may have seemed unreafistic before

participating ln this project. Mentors make these options more

realistic by assisting sÍngle mothers in determining what steps

to take to attain their goa1s.

Housing Issues and Neiqhbourhood Satisfaction

Simifar to the findings in previous studies, many

participants had problems with landfords regarding maintenance,

complaining that Iandlords failed to respond to their requests

for service. Two suggestions come to mind, One suggestion ts

having housíng authorities implement a strict set of standards

and penalties for f and.Iords to make them more responsive to the

requests of tenants. Arìother suggestion is developing a generaf

maintenance program to be implemented ín rental buíldíngs. Single

pãrents choos.ing to enrofl in this program wou.Ld become better

equipped to make small repairs themsefves rather than having to

rely on others, thus enhancing their feelings of self wo¡th and

contro.I .

Although most participants perceived themselves as hãving

housing choices, a few did not. As mentíoned, it is important for

housinq authorities to know that choice is important for

determining housing satisfaction. A.ccording to Rapoport (1980) if

persons perceive they have choices regarding their housing units,
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they would likely report more satisfaction. Perhaps service

províders from provincial and municipal housíng author.ities cou.Ld

ensure that srngle mothers understood that they have housing and

neighbourhood choices, Perceiving that they have cho.ices may

improve the relationshlp between housíng officiafs and sing.Ie

mothers; may increase single mothers sense of control; and

improve satisfactj on level s.

Many participants were satisfied with the amount of space

they had in thelr homes. Specifically, they mentioned that

adequate space was one benefit to living in townhouses or units

with more than one floor. This is .important information for those

assigning socia.I housing units, thus assisting single mothers to

reside in mufti-fevel dwellings whenever posslbÌe.

The majority of particlpants reported that llving c.Lose to

necessary services and amenities contributed to their

neighbourhood satisfaction and eased some of their demands.

Because ít is imperative for single mothers to .Iive close to

services and amenities, service províders need to broaden their

awareness and responses to this .issue.

The present findings clearly indicate that service providers

need to be more sensitized to the perceptions of sinqle mothers.

Because these percept.ions are shaped by their socioeconomic

backgrounds, people coming from a high socioeconomic status may

perceive their environments more negativefy than those who have
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grown up with a low soc.ioeconornic status.

Participants who had a network of supportive neighbours also

seemed tÕ be satisfied with their nelghbourhoods. This finding

has several implications for neighbourhood councíls and community

developers who initiate neighbourhood activities such as block

parties that facilitate group interaction and in turn enhance

overall neighbourhood satisfaction. Having more organized

neíghbourhood activitles may also serve to decrease their

feelíngs of loneliness. Simi.IarIy, programs such as neighbourhood

watch and patrols2E encourage interaction and also enhance

feeJ-ings of safety and satisfaction.

Service I s sues

Although most particípants h¡ere aware of some services,

lheir awareness was Linited. One woul-d assume social assistance

workers wouÌd be an effective soLlrce of information. However,

few particlpants thought this was the case. If these workers

effectiveÌy provided this information it would enhance single

mothe¡s knowledge base significantly.

Several participants referred to bulletin boards,

employment centres, posters, and newsfetters ãs the best ways to

get information because these advertisements more appropriately

target the feelings and experiences of single mothers. Knowing

28 Patroffing programs
to walk the streets and act

use residents fro¡n the neighbourhood
as pseudo-policing agents,
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that these advertisj-ng techniques are effective with single

mothers could also be usefuf information for service providers,

savíng them many advertising doffars.

Services that participants woul-d like to use included those

geared to enhancing and protecting the lives of their chlldren,

physícal support services, group support services, and

transportation serv.ices. AÌthough some of these programs may not

be avaifable, there is no doubt that many of these prograns do

operate in some areas. Because single mothers may not be aware of

them or may not be able to access them service providers need to

faciÌitate connecting single mothers with other service providers

and programs.

Financiaf I s sues

To meet single mothers' needs more effectively, serv.ice

providers need to spend time with them to better understand their

perceptions of their incomes. For instance, a single mother who

perceived her income as adequate has different needs than one who

perceived it as inadequate. Thus, studies such as this one add

much to what is currently known about low-income, singì-e mothers.

A number of participants indicated difficu.Ities managingi on

Ìow incomes. Programs covering budgeting and living on fow

incomes need to be made more widely avarlabfe. Service providers

cou.Id ensure that single mothers are more aware of services that

are avail^abl-e at low or no cost. Such services woul"d offer single
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mothers more opportunities for stimulation and interaction,

helping to decrease the lonelíness commonly reported.

Single mothers used numerous strategies to cope with living

on a .Iimited budget" For examp.Le, many participants have used

bartering, such as exchanging babysitting services for

transportation. One interesting idea may be to develop a program

that facilitates barteríng. Service providers coufd facilitate

single mothers to set up for themselves a reqtistry of exchange

services.

Furthermore, service providers need to increasingly

recognize that many single mothers feel stigmatlzed when

requiring social assistance. A better understandinq of this

feeling may heÌp servíce providers enhance their communication

and change their attitudes. Perhaps a training course could

assist service providers in this capacity.

The main reason for unemp.Lo1'ment cited by participants was a

fack of skifls and education needed to secure more than mínimüm

wage jobs. As mentioned earlier/ participants also experienced

other barriers to empfo\¡ment such as a fack of childcare and

transportation. Considering these barriers, mÕre programs that

remove such barriers, such as Taking Charge! need to be

implemented.

In this section severa.I suggestions and barriers to services

have been discussed. These suggestions hinge on removíng some of
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the barriers, such as .Iack of knowledge, lack of childcare, lack

of transportation, limited income, and societal stereot\¡pes.

Service providers need to more closely consider these barriers

when developing proqrams targeted at single mothers. A fai.Iure to

consider these barriers. prevents sinqle mothers from takingi

advantage of the many prograns that are availabÌe,

Confounding Issues

Although this project has answered some quest.ions, it has

raised many others. First, wouÌd the outcome have been different

if participants had been focated for this study without the

assistance of service providers? It is quite possible that these

participants were more informed or more dependent on service

providers than other sinqle parents not participating in this

study. As it is dlfficult to focate fow-income participants even

with the help of service providers, it is hard to imagine

locating them without this help. Second, was there an impact on

the quality of informat.ion provided by participants given they

were paid for their tine? It is quite possible that participants

need for money overshadowed their co¡nmitment to the quality of

this study. As it is difficult to locate low-income participants,

it is unfikely that they would have participated without the

financial incentive.

Suggestions for Further Research

There are four suggestions for further research. First, a
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simi.Lar study couJ-d be conducted comparing the perceptions of

low-income, single mothers livÍng in ruraf or suburban a¡eas with

those in inner-city neighbourhoods. Second, further research

could compare single mothers from different socioeconomj-c groups

to see whether similar issues emerged. Third, a study couÌd be

conducted comparíng two different groups of Ìow-income, single

mothers - those who have always lived in poverty, with those who

experienced reduced financiaÌ situatíons as a result of becoming

single mothers. Fourth, a study could be conducted comparing the

perceptions of low-income hous.ingi held by single mothers and the

housing standards reported in the literature in order to clarify

the discrepancy that seems to exist. Valuable information coufd

be generated from these approaches that would have implications

for service providers. The more that is known about female,

single-parent familíes, the better equipped servlce providers are

to assist them in rneeting their needs.

Sununary

The goal of this research was to understand how low-income.

single mothers perceived their shelter environments and financial

resources. The motivatíon behind this work came from the concern

that female, sínqle-parent families have largely been negÌected

in the literature. Also, many researchers who studied these

familres have referred to them as 'single-parent fa¡nifies' . Using

an inc.Iusive label such as this may have led other researchers,
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service providers, policy makers, and laypersons to the

conclusion that alf single-parent families are the same

regardless of gender, ethnÍcity or socioeconomic status.

Frlrlhermore, some researchers have broken this inclusive term

into categories, such as lvidowed, separated or divorced, ancì

never-married s.ingle parents (c.f . Klodawsky & Spector, L988;

Spector & Klodawsky, 1,993). Because these categories are very

rigid, it was felt that more factors, such as perceptions and

socioeconomíc backgrounds, needed to be considered to qet a

better understanding of what was go.ing on for these familíes.

A variety of interestlng findings were discovered about

female, singfe-parent fami.Iies. Regarding housing, single mothers

were generally satisfied \4ith its condition and spatial adequacy.

Concerning househofd maintenance, however, single mothers tended

to be dissatísfied with their fandlords' services. Interestingly,

it was learned that mosl sing'Ie mothers felt they had choices as

to where they wanted to f ive . As we.Ll, thís study poínted to v,¡ays

in which single mothers located their housing. In terms of

neighbourhood characteri s ti cs, afmost all participants were

satisfied with their neighbourhoods, primarily as a resuÌt of

location in relation to services and amenities, supportive

neíghbours, and percej-ved fevef of safety.

In the service area, this study discovered that single

mothers relied on more informaf serv.ices than formal ones. When
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formal servlces were used by single mothers, that rlse ranged from

those using many services to those using very few services. Thôse

mothers who used very few formaf services tended to be largely

self-sufficient. The main serv.ice barriers were found to be a

fack of money, childcare, transportation, and a fear of Child and

Family Servlces. Some insight was gained about services that

single mothers perceived as necessary but were not aware of

currenl.Iy being offered; as well, some insight was gained on how

to disseminate information about ava.i.Iable services.

Regarding financial resources. almost all single mothers

refied on social assistance; however, just over haff of then

found it difficuft to manage ôn these incomes. Some interesting

issues emerged such as the reaction of single mothers to

receiving social assistance and strategies used to manage on low

incomes.

Although the focus of this study was single mothers'

perceptions of their shelter environments and financial

resources, some other very important findings arose. In fact,

these findlngs were some of the most significant ones. They

incfuded the positive aspects of sinqle parenting, the degree of

heterogeneity among singÌe mothers, and their strong motivat.ion

J-evel-s and many plans for the future.

Two issues emerged to overshadow shelter issues in this

study, the difficulties of managing alone and the numerous
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barriers to services. Overalf, fewer shelter issues facing s.ingle

mothers were found compared with thôse sugqested in the

literature. There are several possible reasons for this

d.ifference. One reason may simply relate to where our single

mothers came from. SpecificalIy, most were connected with some

service agency, so their awareness of various services was

probably greater than that of single mothers without contact with

any agency,

.Arrother reason may relate to the underlying theoreticaÌ

perspective and the method that guided this study. Since this

study used a symbolic interactionist perspective, the researchers

believed sing.Ie mothers only knew the world as they experienced

it and their reactions were based on their interpretations of

their worId. By using open-ended questions in the interviews.

single mothers were asked to tell their stories, sharing

perceptions of their situations. Using an open-ended interview

allowed participants to freely identify relevant issues. The

issues they considered relevant were not entirely consistent with

what previous research identified as relevant. This discrepancy

may be explained by earfier research methods which refied on

quantitative methods or secondary data. Both of these rnethods

produce information different from research using qualitative

methods, therefore much of lhe information produced in the

present sludy has not been produced by previous sludies.
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A third reason for few shelter issues emerging in the

present study may be its focus on one particu.Lar socioeconomic

status, low income where mothers were all living under re.Lat.ively

the same c.ircumstances. Because most of these mothers had grown

up in poverty, they had llmited experiences to use in cornparison.

Only three mothers had fost theír status as a result of becoming

single parents. In contrast, many previous studies coflected

information on aÌl single parents, regardless of socioeconomic

backgrounds. Having such a range of backgrounds is likely to

result in different íssues arising.

Poverty was not as large an issue as was suggested in

previous studies. There are at Ieast three possible explanations

for this finding. First. some of the mothers 1n the current study

viewed their situations as temporary, and were taking steps to

betler their circumslances. Research suggests that it is easier

to deal with present situations when they are viewed as temporary

(Higqitt, L994) . Second, many of the participants have always

been poor, therefore may have become acceptinq of their

situations. Third, mothers in this study used significant amounts

of copíng strateg.ies to manage living on .Iow-incomes. AII of

these explanations help to ilÌustrate why poverty was not

perceived as such a large issue by these participants.

It should be noted that, although half the participants were

of aboriginal- orig.in, there were no differences that arose
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between them and non-aboriginal, single mothers. It seems that

the commonalities among these groups, primarily socioeconomic

status/ overcame any ethnic differences. However, if we were to

compare single mothers from different socioeconomic status',

those of aboriginal origin would probably be found to Iive under

the worse circumstances ' 
concrusion

This study is important because its findings are based on

the actual perceptions of the participants. Their realitj-es are

of utmost importance to consider, because people act toward

things based on the meanings that those things have for them

(Gilgun, 1992; LaRossa & Reltzes, L993; Mackie, 1987; Morse ç

Fiefd, 1995) . Researchers and service provider must better

understand single mothers' realities so they can respond more

appropriately.

One of the most useful outcomes of this study was the

emerging typology of single mothers whj-ch can contribute to a

more comprehensive understanding of their lives. This typologiy

recognizes some of the positive aspects of sinqle parentlng, as

well as the heterogeneity" The emerging typology can a.Iso be used

by service providers to help in the development and execution of

programs more efficaciously by recognizing the characteristics of

different groups of fow-income sing.Le mothers.
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APPENDIX A

Statistrcs Canada Low Income Cut-Offs

L21

The Statistics Canada Lov,¡ Income Cut-Offs (LICOs) are the

closest that Canada comes to an officiaf national definition of

poverty. This measure uses a semi-relative approach ín that it

bases its fine on the average expenditure in the community

(Canadian Council on Socia} Development, L984). Statistics Canada

varies the LICOs depending upon family size and conrmunlty size

(population) , ranging' from ruraf to metropolitan areas with

500,000 or more residents (Greene, 1991). The Survey of Famíly

Expenditure is used to determine the LICO line. The 1986 Survey

of Fanily Expenditure found that Canadian famifies spent an

average of 36.2 % of their gross income on food, clothing, and

shefter. A¡r arbitrary decision that spending an additional 20

percentage points \56.2%) on food, cÌothing and shelter would

constitute a 'poor' fan1ly resufted in 56.2 % being the LICO

(National Council of Welfâre, \994a). It should be noted that the

l,ICo represents the upper limit of the low-income population,

thus many Canadians have incomes significantly below this upper

limit (Greene, 1991).
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APPENDIX B

The Core Need Model

The Federal government uses the Core Need Model to assess

whether households are in need, that is, can they afford or

obtain adequate and suitab.Ie accommodations (CMHC. 1993) .

Specifically/ CMHC (1993) uses the following criteria:

1. Affordable Dwelling - a dwelÌing for which basic she.Iter

costs2e are less than 30% of a househofd's inco¡ne.

2. Inadequate Dwelling - a dwellinq needing major repair or

lackíng basic facifíties. Major repairs incfude, but are

not linited to, defective plumbing, defective e.Lectrical

wirinq, structuraf repairs to wal1s, floors, and ceilings.

Basic facifities are hot and cold running water, an indoor

toilet and a bathtub or shower.

3. Suitabfe Dwelling - a dwelling' that can acconmodate a

househofd according to the folÌowing prescriptions: a

maximum of two and minimum of one person per bedroom,'

parents have a separate bedroom from their chíldren;

household members aged l8 or more have a separate bedroom

2e Basic shelter costs incfude mortgage pa\ment of principal
and interest, and property taxes for homeowners; rent for renter
househol,ds; plus, payments for oiÌ, qas, coal, wood, or other
fuels; pa!¡ments for electricity; and, pa\¡ments for water, sewers
and other costs where not inc.Iuded in the morlgage or rent.
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unless married or otherwise cohabitating as spouses; and

dependents aged five or more of the opposite sex do not

share a bedroom.


